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CONTMCT NO PROPOSER

GEBRUDER LOHLEIN

BRIAN FRANK FRASER SMITH

AZ IENDA MUNIC IPAL IZZAT A MODENA

DE EENDRACHT

HOOGOVENS IJMUIDEN-ESTEL

NUFFIELD COLLEGE OXFORD

METALLURGIE HOBOKEN

BRITISH AIRWAYS

SPACII & FILS

C.E.A. - S.N.E.A.

USINOR

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & SOCIAL
SECURITY

ODENSE ELFORSYNING

SAUERLANDISCHE KALKINDUSTRIE

PIRELLI S.p.A.

ELF AQUITAINE

DE HAZEI.AAR

AGIP PETROLI

FIAT

TR.FREEMAN CAMBRIDGE

E. BI.A.

M.A.N.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY BOARD

DUBLIN

SPIE BATIGNOLLES

COMPAIR INDUSTRIAL

CREUSOT LOIRE

BALCKE-DURR A.G.

ALFA-ROMEO S.p.A.

BREDA

EMPORIO RICAMBI INDUSTRIALI
UDINE

FUI.,MER INSTITUTE
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D' IONA

EUROPEAN HEAT PIJ},IP CONSUL-
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ITALTMCTOR
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BUILDINGS

ROAD TRANSPORT

INDUSTRY

REMOTE HEATING

INDUSTRY

FLUIDIZED BEDS

INDUSTRY

ROAD TRANSPORT

BUILDINGS
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ROAD TRANSPORT
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HEAT PIIMPS

ROAD TRANSPORT
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HEAT PT]MPS

HEAT PUMPS
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INDUSTRY
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CONTMCT NO

EEl246l80

EE/2sOl8A

EE/zsrl80

EE/260/80
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EE/287 /80

EEl290/80
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UNIVERSITE DE LEEDS
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SYNING
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SAGE I]ND HOLZBEARBEITUNGS-
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SOUTH LONDON CONSORTIUM
FOR LOCAL AUTHORITY RE-
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u. c. B.
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SECTOR
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BUILDINGS
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BUILDINGS

1. Housing projects

nE/038/79 - E.C.L. t'taison Ph6nix - Rh6ne Alpes (Grenoble) - F

Experimental fitting of 18 houses with air/air heat pumps with back-up gas

heating.

The particular advantage of this project is that any

(e.g. when the outside temperature is too low for the
effectively) is provided by LPG, which can be stored,
quired from the public network which is already faced

Energy savings are estimated at 4 4A6 klJtr a year.

The measurement prografiune should be completed in May

5.

ANNEX I

additional heat required

heat pump to operate

so that no gas is re-
with excess demand.

T982,

EE/049/79 - Electricity Board of Ireland (Dublin) - IRt

Standard building techniques designed to save energy in Ireland (5 houses).

The aim of the project is to build standard low-energy houses as part of the
Irish building programne which strictly comply with local p1-anning restric-
tions and building regulations, with a view to building large numbers of such
houses in the future. Energy savings have been estimated at 22 toe a year.
Building should be completed in Augusr L982.

EE/068/79 - Stichting Bouwcentrum en Ratiobouw (Rotrerdam) - NL

Energy saving in 17 single-family dwellings in Haarlem.

The solar collectors used in these low-energy houses were developed by an R&D

project partly financed by the EEC. Some other features of the project, like
the recovery of heat from the air extracted, vrere abandoned for reasons which
will have to be explained in the next periodical- report. Energy savings are
estimated at 7I5 toe a year. The project is to be completed by the end of
1983.

EE/23I/79 - Officine Termomeecaniche Breda - I

This is a new type

between 27 O0O and

of domestic heating
350 000 Kcal/hour.

boiler ca1led

The appliance

the BLUEFLAI,I 91, rated at
has a number of verv
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important features: high efficiency (always higher than 9l-Z and sometimes

as high as 937") because of proper internal recycling of flue gases; compact

modular design; low pollution.

The aim of the project was to install- 700 such boiLers with different capa-

cities throughout Italy, which is subdivided into six climatic zones. The

measurement prograume lasted two years so as to allow of comparison between

two different heating seasons.

The demonstration project was convincing and BLUEFLAM 91 was shor^rn to be

technical-1-y superior to similar appliances already on the market. Fuel

savings were in the order of LOZ compared with the average of sinnilar appli-
ances.

This appliance is now being marketed, although there are a number of diffi-
culties, principally because of the crisis in the building sector.

EE/290l29 - Novelerg (Paris) - F

Low-energy housing meeting the cost criteria of cheap rented accommodation

(H.L.M.) (SOIPAC project) (12 houses).

The main aim of this project is to demonstrate the benefits of bioclimatic
architecture and the storage of free heat. Differences of opinion with the

H.L.M. offices have caused a series of delays and resulted in one of the two

proposed sites being abandoned, cutting the number of houses from 24 to 12,
(the Cormnissionrs share of the expenditure has been cut accordingly).
Energy savings are no\,il estimated at 60 toe a year. Work is in progress.

EE/323l79 - Skive Kommune - DK

Energy saving in 53 houses and flats at Skive (53 housing units).

This project combines a number of the different insulation and heating techni-
ques (solar collectors, heat pumps) known about in 1979 on one single site.
A very intensive measurement prograrmne should make it possible to assess the

individual advantages of these techniques. The prograrmne is to be completed

in January 1983 and has aLready shor"m that the insul-ation measurements were

as effective as expected. Energy savings are estimated at 387 897 kWtr a year.
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EE/213/80 - European Heatpump Consultors (Charlottenlund) - DK

A block of flats heated by a heat pump driven by a gas-fired dieseL engine.

This contract has sti11 to be negotiated as the contractor is having trouble

finding partners.

EE/250/80 - Stephen George & Partners (University of Leeds) (Leeds) - UK

Space heating using solar wa1ls of the Trombe type (five houses).

Demonstration showing how the heat from the sun can be coll-ected using a Trornbe

wa1l and a circulation and storage system in all the walls of the building.
Energy saving is estimated at 1 toe. The project shouLd be completed in 1986.

EE/290/BO - South London Consortium (London) - UK

Low-energy housing: renovating three houses and converting them into 15 flats
and building 2O new houses. Demonstration project in two parts:

(i) the rational renovation of three Victorian houses so that they can be

used as 15 low-energy flats;
(ii) the building of 20 new houses using bio-climatic techniques and solar

collectors.

Energy savings are estimated at 185 OO0 kWh a year for the 35 dwellings.
Work on the flats should be finished bv mid-l-982 and work on the new houses

should begin shortly.

EE/111/81 : Centre de Recherche ELF (Saint-Symphorien drOzon) - F

Statistical and comparative experiments on 15 houses fitted with solar roofs
and underground heat storage facilities. Heating by heat pump - with no

back-up heating system - connected up to thro heat sources: a solar roof and an

underground storage system into which heat is fed from the solar collectors
when not required to heat the house. Energy savings are estimated at 21 toe.
The contract has jusE been signed and shoul-d run for two and a half years.

EE/213l81 - Cement Roadstone Holdings Ltd (CLondalkin) - IRL

Building and assessment of a low-cost Low-energy house.

The aim of the project is to show that it is possible in Ireland to build low-
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energy houses the additional cosLs of which are rapidly repaid by the savings

made. The houses have high thermal inertia, good insulation, warm air
heating backed up by solar collectors and a heat storage system. Savings

are estimated at 330 toe a year. The project should be eompleted in 1984.

2. Projects in the tertiary sector

EE/215/79_- NV Nederlandse Gasunie (Groningen) - NL

Energy saving in respect of the artificial lighting of offices. Improving

the design of lighting systems and their control systems. The project was

completed in December 1981; its main features are described below.

Five different artificial lighting systems were fitted to five floors of an

existing office block. A user reaction survey \^tas then carried out, and the

electricity consulption of each system \^/as measured for one year and compared

with that of one floor fitted with the o1d lighting system.

The five new lighting systems have the following features:
(i) they use more efficient 26 mn fluorescent tubes, instead of the old

38 nrn diameter tubes

(ii) there is either overall lighting, or individual- desk lamps with overall

1ow-intensity background lighting
(iii) the intensity of the overall lighting is adjusted in accordance with the

intensity of the external illumination. There are separate controls

for the inner and outer arrays and there may be either an on/off switch

or a dimmer switch.

gne of Lhe systems also switches lights off after the occupants have left.

The aim is to save at least lOO MI^lh of the energy used each year for lighting
the building under the ol"d system, which represents an energy saving of some

5OZ. (Additional investment costs are amortized in three years for a new

building and nine years for an existing building). The various systems

tested saved between 63 and 847. of the electricity used for the old lighting
system. The annual saving was 132 MlJh for the wtrole building averaged over

the five systems tested, so the 1OO MI,Ih target for annual energy saving was

reached and improved upon. Total savings are calculated at 732- The two

systems which save the most energy are the individual desk lamp with back-

ground lighting and a system wittr tignts suspended over desks.
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The automatic systems for control-ling lighting in accordance with external
illunination proved difficuLt to perfect. There does not seem to be suffi-
cient technological expertise on the market at the moment.

The user survey showed that:
(i) occupanLs do not take to automatic systems for controlling lighting in

accordance with external ilLumination;
(ii1 Ehe most popular new lighting systems were actually those which produ-

ced the greatest energy savings;
(iii) occupants may be satisfied with lighting conditions which, aecording

to the theories, are considered to be bad (as regards uniformity of
lighting, reflection on the working surface).

EE/238/79 - Borough of Darlington (Darlington) - UK

Energy saving by recovering heat and treating the \^7aLer at the Darlington
Sports Centre.

Use of different methods to reduce energy consumption (ozone treatment of
swinuning-pool water) and the recovery of energy (passing stale air through
exchangers and dehumidifying the air using heat pumps). Energy savings are
estimated at 2.7 GI,Jh per year. The technical equipment is still being ins-
ta1 led .

EE/281/79 - Solar 77 - AGIP SpA. Jacorossi SpA - I

This project is to install and test a new type of static emulsifier.

The chief advantage of emulsion is that it improves combustion, which in
turn reduces the emissions of fluegases and the foul-ing of boilers and

improves the average seasonal efficiency.

The advantages of the ner^l type of static emulsifier are its simplicity of
construcLion, reduced bulk and low cost and above all the fact that it can

be fitted to existing burners wirh only slighr modifications.

The measurement programne lasted two years. Emulsifiers were fittecl to 50

existing boilers chosen because of:
(i) the wide range of fuel consumption (berween 2o and 4 ooo kg/h);
(ii) the wide range of uses (24 domestic heating boilers, 11 industrial

heating plants, 7 hotel heating plants, 5 hospital heating plants, 2

sports centre heating plants and 1 school heating plant);
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(iii) the wide range of climatic regions;
(iv) the wide range of fuels used: gasoil, liquid heating fuel (3-5oU),

heavy heating oil (15-20"E and 20-30'n);
(v) the wide range of types and makes of boilers.

The results r^7ere extremel-y convincing. Energy savings were in the region

of 3.52 (in order to take account of the fouling of boilers when no emulsion

is used, we have assumed a reduced efficiency of 67. for domestic boilers and

37 for industriaL boilers). The emuLsifier was found to be extremely relia-
ble and easy to fit to existing systems. There was also a considerable

reduction of flue gas emissions, which is a considerabl-e environmental

advantage. The standard maintenance operations were also much reduced.

A11 in all, the demonstration project can be considered totally conclusive,

particularly as the use of emulsified fuel in boiLers is rapidly becorning

more widespread; the SOLAR 77 system makes it possible to use a smal1 static
appliance which can be rapidly fitted to an existing installation for very

little cosL. Even though the amount of fuel saved in a single installation
is smal1, the number of existing installations which could be converted makes

the system extremely attractive. Moreover, even disregarding the major

additional advantages already mentioned, it should not be overlooked that
emulsification makes it possible to cut the price of the fuel used and

maintain the same operating conditions. At the same time, this will widen

the range of uses for those oil-derived fuels for which there is least demand.

EE/079/BO - Department of Health and Social Security (London) - UK

Designing and building a low-energy hospital. Combination of a number of
energy-saving measures in a nehr hospital (Cffi, heat recovery, automatic

control- systems, heat pumps, heat storage, etc.). Savings are estimated at

9OO toe a year. This is a long-term project and should be completed by

1990.
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EEl131/80 - T.R. Freeman (Cambridge) - UK

Telephone monitoring of energy consumption in Essex schools.

The install-ation in 20 schools of control systems designed to optimize

the operation of heating appliances and linked to a central remote control
station by telephone. Energy saving is estimared in the order of 560 toe

a year although the savings should be considered as indirect. The measu-

rement programme shoul-d be completed in July 1982.

EE/201/BO - Emporio Ricambi Industriali (Udine) - I

Cornbined production of heat and power, solar collectors and heat recovery

linked to a seasonal heat storage system in a commercial building.

The use of a number of different techniques in one office block: combined

heat and po\^rer production, heat pumps connected to refrigeration p1anE,

incineration and heat storage.

Energy saving should be in the region of 6O toe per year. The project is
still under construction and is expected to be completed in March 1983.
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HEAT PUMPS

EE/035/79 - Kreis Warendorf - D

Gas-engine-powered heat pump for space heating with heat extraction from the
soiL. Heat output = 1 150 khl, heat exchange area in the ground = 9 000 m2,

./\energy saving =-50'l as compared with a conventionaL instaILation.

The instaLLation is in service; the project is progressing satisfactoriLy.
It is based on research and development contract no EED 181-77. New projects
have been launched (such as Everswinket, and the hotet in Bad ReichenhaL[).

The soit is an extremely attractive heat source since it requ'ires no

maintenance. The gas engine and screw-type compressor are not from the
Commun'ity, but henceforth the components wiIL neverthetess be avaiLabLe

throughout it. The energy targets wiLL probabLy be achieved, whiLe the
anticipated investment expenditure has been exceeded. Payback problems are

foreseeabIe. AnnuaL energy savings : 133 toe.

EEl047l79 - MAN - Neue Technotosie - D

Heat pumps powered by internaL combustion engines (screw-type compressor)

for space heating and domestic hot water production using heat extracted
from the air. Heat output :200 ktJ, compact seaLed Layout to optimize damp'ing

of noise and vibration.

The instaILation is being modified and wiLL soon resume service. The technicaL

aim has been achieved but so far the economic target has not, since the specific
investment cost of the industriat instaILation has more than doubLed compared

with the forecasts (1 200 DM/kW heat output).

The seaLed tayout enables vibration and noise probtems to be eIiminated.
The manufacturerts production stnucture yieLds major advantages in operating
safety.

Ic-engined heat pumps having Low heat outputs are too expensive compared with
other conventionaL, rationaL techniques but they nay, nevertheLess enabLe Large

quantities of energy to be saved for space heating purposes. Projects of
this type ane noh, the front runners for nationaI subsidies in the FederaI

RepubIic of Germany. Annuat energy saving : 64 toe,
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EE/178/79 - Nieuwe Weerdies - NL

Gas-engine-powered heat pump with a heat output of 550 kW intended for the

economicaL production of heat for space heating and the production of domestic

hot water (66 ttats). The heat source is groundwater.

Groundwatelis a very attractive heat source for heat pumps. However, certain
'important factors concerning water use have to be taken into account before

groundwater can be used for heat pumps. Fon this reason and a[so for cost

reasons, one Iarge instatLation is preferabte to a number of smatL ones.

As a generaL ruLe authorizations to use groundwater are subject to the

reinjection of the coLd water. The instaLLation is not yet in service. One

must therefore wait to see whether the technicaI and economic targets witI
be met. There are comparabLe instatLations in the FederaL RepubLic and in
other Community countries but they use etectric heat pumps.

Annua[ energy saving : 87 toe.

EE/193/79 - Beghln-Say - F

Use of waste heat from industriaL process (steam). The technique for producing

cLean steam by condensing d'irty steam and recompressing it in a water-ring
compressor is demonstrated by means of a paper industry process. PossibLy

effective at an (eLectric motor) output of 135 kW: roughty'l 350 kW in the
form of steam.

Steam recompression is not a heatpump process in the conventional sense of
the term. The principle is hshreVen simiIar.

This technique is in its infancy, but it seems to offer high[y attractive
energy-saving prospects in the industriaL fieLd and enabLes the recovered

heat to be supptied at temperatures of more than 100oC. This project may be

considered exempLary from the point of view of profitabiLity and technoLogy.
As the project progressed the operating conditions proved to be better than
originaL[y forecast (maximum of 3 tonnes of steam per hour as against 2

tonnes). The payback period for the investment is thus reduced from 3.6 to
1.5 years despite the fact that actual investments are h'igher than forecast,
'in particuLar because the price of energy increased meanwhiLe.

AnnuaL average energy saving : 800 toe.
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EE/301/79 - EtabIissements Bonnet - F

ELectric heat pump used to recover heat from a communaI dishwasher.

Temperature range : 30-600C. Acquisition of additjonaI experience to 'improve

existing instaILations. Heat output of the heat pump = 31 kW-

The project is progressing as ptanned. The instat[ation is in service and

is apparentLy giving satisfaction. The project may serve as a modeL for
industriaI heat recovery via heat pumps with direct recycting of the heat

recovered.

The industriaL waste heat is discharged in [arge quantities at a Low

temperature. The scope for internaL use of this heat is Limited because of

the mismatch between the [ost heat and the heat requirements. The project

shows that anatysis of the thermaI processes by speciaIists offers interesting

utiLization potential for heat pumps under marginat economic conditions.

AnnuaI energy savings:1515 toe.

EEl015/80 - NuffieLd CoL[ese - UK

RepLacement of a heatpump instaLLation dating from the Iate fifties to heat

the coILege by recovering heat from waste water from the city of Oxford.

InstatLation fitted with two gas engines, one to drive the heat-pump compressor

and the other to generate the eLectricity used to drive the circutation pumps

and provide background eLectric heating. Heat output is 140 kt.l; the heat Lost

by the two engines is used to heat the hot water [eaving the condenser. The

instaLIation is currentty at the project and ordering stage.

The [ayout of this instaItation, which uses two gas engines in paraLLeL

apparentty has the advantage of cutting e[ectricity costs as compared w'ith

suppLies from the pubLic grid.

However, the use of surpLus production in resistive bachground heat'ing is not

rationat. The project wiLL yieLd a return as energy costs are rising sLightLy.

However, the resuLts wi[[ not be absoLuteLy representative since the existing

heat recovery instatLation does not invotve heavy expenditure.

Energy saving : 33 toe.
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EEl043l80 - Spach & FiLs - F

RepLacement of oiI to heat a hotet by using electric pumps recovering heat

from surface waters. The etectricity is generated by an existing hydro-

e[ectric faciLity. The heat output of the heat pump is 105 khJ.

The project is progressing accordjng to pIan. The instatIatjon has been in

service since the end of 1980. The target has more or tess been met. As

in other projects, difficuLties have been caused Less by the new techniques

than by anci[[ary probtems (fouLing, modifications, corrosion). The instaLLation

is economicatIy sound.

Annual energy saving:41 toe

EEl176l80-BaLcke-DUrr(Borsiq)-D /

Devetopment of an advanced heatpump system using a compressor and an ammonia/

water sotution as the working fLuid. For a g'iven heatuse temperature this
system enabtes the performance coefficient to be increased by a factor of
1.7 or, at an equat performance coefficient, enabLe the condensation

temperature to be raised beyond 90oC. The heatpump compressor can be powered

by either gas or e[ectricity.

This concept embodies a known principIe. A very recent patent furnishes proof

of the practicaI feasibiLity of the theoreticat principLe. The various com-

ponents of the set are at the des'ign and ordering stage. If the operating

capacity of this concept were demonstrated, we wouLd have a nell generation of
heat pumps. Not a demonstration project, but a research and deveLopment

project. Annuat energy saving : 160 toe.

EEl205/80 - Energietechnik - D

Rep[acement of oiL for space heating by us'ing an electric heat pump with
absorption exchangers ("energy walL" fon a muLti-famiLy house). The instaItation
entened service on time, encountered no probLems, and is giving satisfaction.
The heat pump is operated aLternatety with another system. It prov'ides 60-70%

of the annuaI heating energy. The use of this heat-pump system raises economic

probLems since the instaLtation for extracting heat from the outside air is
reLativeLy costty compared with other instattations for extracting heat from

the heat source (these probLems are'independent of the energy needed to drive
the heat pump).

The technjcaL aim has been achieved perfectty. The economic target has not

been met. A positive factor has been the suppression of ventilation btower

noise. This has fired the imaqination of severaI manufacturers.
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AnnuaL energy saving :

- mu[ti-famity house : 8.6 toe

- singLe-fami[y house: 1.3 toe.

EE/210/80 - Iona Cathedrat - UK

Use of seawater (GuLf Stream) as a heat source in an etectric heatpump

instaLLation for space heating and the production of domestic hot water.

Heat output :310 kW. The project is behind schedute. InstaILation wiLt take

pIace during the summer of 1982. The provisionaI economic caLcuIations confirm

that eIectric heat pumps are economica[[y sound under current price conditions.
The reptacement of oiL is the basic aim, as in the other projects.
Annual energy saving : 32 toe.

EE/011/81 - FichteL & Sachs - D

Heat pump driven by an internaL combustion engine for space heating and the

production of domestic hot water t,lith extraction of heat from the air. Heat

output : 20 kW, singLe-cyIinder 4-stroke Low*torsepower engine. Acquisition of
operating and instaItation experience. Energy saving 50%.

InstaLLation futLy devetoped technicatIy. The programme covering the product'ion

and operation of 40 units is progressing normaU.y (severaI instaItations are

a[ready in service). To date, the noise probLem has not been fuLLy resoLved.

Significant prior research has been subsidized by the FederaL Ministry for
Research and TechnoLogy and by the Commission.

In practice marginal prob[ems often p[ay a decisjve rote and it is for this
reason that the programme to improve operation and instatIation know-how is
highty desirabLe. It shows how serious[y the programme has been taken.

In actuaI service smaIL heat pumps powered by internaL combustion engines

raise part'icuIar probIems such as noise and pottutant emissions (diese[-

engine-powered heat pumps) which have stiLt not been comp[ete[y resolved.

The choice of a 20 kW heat pump is a good one. A serious contender in the

eIectric heat-pump stakes owing to the acquisition of experience and costs

which are attractive for commerciaI instaLIations.
Annua[ energy saving : 124 toe (40 houses).

EE/146/81 - Internationat Research and DeVetolLnellt - UK

Heat pump driven by an internaI combustion engine to recover heat from an

exothermaI process in the chemicaI industry. Condensation temperature sufficient
to generate steam (600 kg/h). Heat output : 358 kw.
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The heat pumps used in the sector referred to offer muLtipLe prospects for

use in industry if the payback period does not exceed three years. Since the

project is stiLl in its infancy it wiLI be possibte to assess it better onLy

when we have some reproduc'ibLe figures, In point of fact extensive research

work subsidized by the Commission has already been carried out.

AnnuaL energy saving : 69 toe.
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DISTRICT HEATING, POWER STATIONS AND COMBINED HEAT AND POWER PRODUCTION

District heating

EEl028/79 - AGAC Reggio EmiLia - I

This pLant is equipped with both dieset- and gas-powered motors a[ong with com-

press'ion and absorption heat pumps for space heating and air conditioning. The

construction work has been compLeted, and the pLant luas opened on 3 ApriL 1981.

Test measurements are now being made. The initiaI technicaI resuLts have been

highty encouraging. The urban site has not created any speciaI probLems. Studies

are now be'ing made for simjLar projects eIsewhere. PLants such as thjs wiLL

encourage further construction of new district-heating systems. An energy saving

of 40%, or of 1 375 toe per year, as compared with conventjonal instaL[ations,

has been achieved.

EE/120/79-CEA-F

District heating from the Thernox nuctear reactor (Phase 1)

The preliminary pLan for a district-heating system in GnenobLe was abandoned

in June 1981 for economic reasons specific to the Grenobte site. A new ptan

is now being drafted for the SacLay pLateau, where the economic conditions

seem more promis'ing. However, no decision has yet been taken on the u[timate

construction of the reactor, whjch wiLL generate heat equivaLent to 53 000 toe

per year.

EEl121l79 - Svendborg Kommune - DK

Straw incineraton to suppLy a district-heating network.

Some 15000 tonnes of straw harvested in the Svendborg region are to be burned to

generate 9 MW for the townrs district-heating system during the co[d season

and thereby save 4 600 toe per year. ALthough the incinerator entened into

service on 14 November 1980, jt is not yet in fuLL operation due to technicat

probtems. The test measurement programme wiLL not be run untiI they have been

so[ved. Despite the difficuLties - which are bound to be overcome - the project

has [ost none of its appeaL. Simitar pLants have atready been buiLt - or are

pIanned - eIsewhere. This type of instaLLation hoLds considerabIe potentiaL-
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EE/174l79 - Burmeister & Wain A/S - DK

Large-scale heat pump for district heating

A Large-scaIe diese[-driven heat pump drawing heat from the municipat t^later-

treatment works has been generating 11.5 MWtn for the Frederikshavn district-
heat'ing system. At the same time it generates eLectricity for the systemrs

auxitiary equipment.0nce the ini,tiaL probtems had been overcome, the instaIta-
tions were made over to the customer; they entered into operatjon in November

1981. Test measurements are now being made. The performance of the system has

proved highty satisfactory, with energy sav'ings of 56%, or 4 400 toe per year

in comparison with conventionaI pIant. SimiLar insta[|.ations are now under

const ruct i on.

EE/217/79 - Stadtwenke Saarbr0cken AG and Fernwdrme-Verbund Saar GmbH - D

Recovery of process waste heat for the Saarbrticken district-heating system
(Part 1 of the "Saarschiene" project).

This project entaits laying a regionaI p'ipeLine to carry heat aLong the Saar

vaLLey between Votkingen and Saarbrucken. The process waste heat can be recovered
from various industriaI sources for the Saarbrucken district-heating system.
The detai[ed preIiminary ptan has been compLeted, building permission has been

obtained and the major equipment orders have been ptaced. At the moment the
project consists soteLy of a demonstration programme to devetop means of piping
the heat over longer distances. Each year 11 500 toe of heat wil"L be canried.

EEl330/79 - Azienda Servizi Municipatizzati - I

Remote-controI of reguIating vatves for consumers connected up to a district-
heat ing system.

This project aims at saving approximateLy 85 toe a year by setective reduction
of the heat suppLy to a number of consumers connected to the Brescia district-
heating system during peak demand periods. This method is simiLar to the
eIectric'ity companiesr method of regutating interrupt'ibLe suppLies. However,

this is the first time that such a setective load-reduction system has been

incorporated in a district-heating system. The main probtem is to pursuade

the customers to totenate certain Limits to their service. However, the first
pubLic buiLdings have now been connected up to the remote-controI system.
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EEl003/80 - Comune di Modena - Azienda MunicipaLizzata Iqiene Urbana - I

Raising steam and generating eIectricity by incjnerating urban waste and

sewage sIudge.

The purpose of this project is to reuse the heat re[eased during the incine-
ration of domestic refuse from Modena to generate heat and power for a

ne'ighbouring industriaL estate with a pass-out turbine. This wiLt save 400

toe per year. The detaiLed pretiminary ptan has just been compLeted.One noveI

feature of this project is that a locaI authority has seized the initiative
to suppty an industriaL estate with heat from the municipaL incinerator.

EEl066/80 - Societe NattonaLe ELF AQUITAINE and Commissariat i IrEnergie

Atomique - F

Underground storage of heat for a distnict-heating system in a confined aquifer.

The seasonaL heat accumutator witt be connected between the domestic waste

incinerator at Thiverva[-Grignon (Department of YveLines) and the district-
heating network in the PLaisir area. The heat wiLI be stored approximate[y

500 m be[ow the surface at 180oC. An annuat energy saving of 2 000 toe is
expected. The detaiLed preIiminary p[an is nor"l being drawn up. ALthough this
project entaiLs considerabLe risks, it wiLI open the way for exp[oiting many

sources which produce energy att year round, even though there is no demand

for it outside the cotd season.

EE/100/80 - Azienda Eneroetica Municipale Mi Iano and SocietA Pneumatici

PireLLi SpA - I

District heat'ing in north-east MiLan from the combined heat and power ptant

at PireL Ii rs Bicocca factory.

The pLan is to tap the current excess boiLer capacity at PirelLirs Bicocca

factory for combined heat and power production, The heat wil.I be suppLied to

the districts around the factory, saving 6 500 toe pen yearin the process.

The detaiLed preLiminary pLan is noh, being finaLized. This project demonstrates

that industry too can seize the initiative to suppLy a neighbourhood with the

heat which it needs and thereby provide the impetus for constructing a district-
heating network.
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EE/163/80 - Spie Batignolles S.A. - F

Heating of 15 000 dwellings in a Rouen neighbourhood from process v/aste heat.

This project wiLl reuse process waste heat from a sulphuric-acid production

plant in a new remote heating system in Rouen. The preliminary plans have

now been completed and the construction work has just started. The project
should save 14 500 toe per year. It is one of the largest heat-recovery
projects in the Conrnunity.

2. Power stations

EE/118/79 - walter a co Rc - o

Low-energy process for desulphurizing power-station flue-gases.

This is the first time that the new desulphurization process developed by

Walter & Co has been applied in a large coaL-fired power station (in this
case the 475 MI'Ie combined heat and power ptant at Mannhein). The process

leaves no waste, and there is no need to re-heat the treated flue-gases
before they are discharged into the stack. The latter feature saves 8r3O0

toe per year even on the reduced project scale. Desulphurization in this
plant produces anmonium sulphate, a fertilizer otherwise produced syntheti-
caL1y by a process with heavy energy consumption. The preliminary plan
has now been completed and an application for building permission has been

made.

EE/L34/8L - Rusron Gas Turbines Lrd. - UK

Combined heat and por^rer pLant with a gas turbine driven by a heavy fuel-oiL/
coal mixture. The novel feature of this system is that a high-temperature
heat exchanger separates the compressed gases entering the turbine from the
exhaust gases emerging from the combustion chamber connected after the tur-
bine. A ceramic (SiC) heat exchanger is employed. Unlike conventional gas

turbines, which are generally fuelled by kerosene or natural gas, Rustonrs
turbine can be driven by a mixture of heavy fuel-oil and coal. This has

considerable advantages in terms of energy consumption, with this projeet
saving 1 050 toe per year.
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Combined heat and power production

EE/156/80-M.A.N. -D
ttTotal energy ptanttt, with diesel motor, for a brewery.

Here a 600 kl,l diesel motor drives both an electricity generator and a steam

compressor. The generator supplies the brewery with electricity, whiLe the

compressor recompresses the steam recovered from the wort boiler and then

re-uses it to heat the boiler that it came from. The heat recovered from

the diesel motor dries the maLt. This project is a good example of success-

ful integration of a tttotal energy ptantrr to an industrial- process. The

preliminary plans have now been completed. The project will save 1 0L5 toe

per year.

EE/014/81 - CAMPBELL Nederland B.v. croko Division - NL

ttTotal energy plantrr in a frozen-foods factory.

Fost 522 kW gas motors drive the electricity generators plus the compressors

in the refrigeration units. This is the first time that this new type of

cold accumuLator (-lO'C) with an eutectic mixture has been used. The pro-
ject is a model of sound management of energy resources, making full use of
the available methods of accumulating and subsequently re-using heat. It
is now being implemented and will save 2 300 toe per year.
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ntDus.Err sm! $xFsc

ug/eqt/zo -, tetsltdj. ttatv

This project conoerns the provision arorrnd a 1!0 t IJItr electrLc arc firrnace
of an outer ghell enabling the anount of air ingesteil by the fourth frrrrrace

orifice - anil therefore the intake of fresh air - to be recl.uoed.. The shell
was conpletecl. cturlng the first half of 1980. Unfortunately, tbe flrst
neasurenent resul.ts show that the reduction in fresh air intake is beLow

forecasts. However, the shel-L hae facilitatetl much more efficient firrrnace
man+gtment (higher orygen-blowing rate, quicker rurrup to fuLL eLectricaL
loadr eto. ) resu}ting in a rlrop in specific consunption of about ?o kilVt
(i.e' nore than twice the original pred.iction), together with a,n improvenent
in working conil.itions. Energr savings are about 4 OOO +oe/yz. The project
ca^n therefore be oonsid.ered. successful in both technical a.nd. fina,ncial tems.

@/O1a 'r - Estel Hooeovens - iletherlarTl.E

This project covers recovery of the heat containetl in the conbustLon
prod.ucts of the blast preheaters in orrler to pre-heat the corbustion air
by neans of a rotar3r heat exchanger. Th.e enerry saving is d 0oo +oe/yr.
The project is cumently at an adva,ncecl d.evel.olment stage.

m/o?a/80 - ustFor - Francg

In this oase a systo for recovering, storing a,nd. d.istributing IO converter
gas is to be inetalLecl at the Dunkerque pLa,nt of Usinor. The recmrered. gas
wouLd be consuned. rithia the plant ltself. About 1OO OOO toefyz corrld be
saved., The instaLlation work is und.er nagr.

The projeot is airnecl at energr saving in the heat treatnent of steels, by
the use of fluidized-becl firrnaces. The enerry savir€ ha,s been precl.ictect at
6 75o hr per ks of steeL treated., which is equirraLent to ZJo toe/yz.

fhe fbrnace is being inetalled. and it shouLcl be possible to start raeasurenents
shortLy.
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EE/228/8o - ItaLtractor - Italv

Tbis projeot airns at saving enersr ln the narnrfacture of finishetl steel
stanpings b;r replacing the trraditional har{ening a,nil tenpering of steel.
At the sane tine the sinplifietl. treatnent enables at Least the same quality
to be aohievecl. as for hardened antL ternperecl procluots. The enerry savlag

roulcl b" 930 toe/y'r. The eguiFent is being installedl.

Projeot for recovering converter gas at the ldaxiniLianhiltte steelworks in
Rosenberg. The technologr used. is not the Bane as in the Usinor projeot.
fn this case it fo:ms part of a nore general €nerry-saving progranne and.

of the rationaLization of the Rosenberg pLa.nt' Work has not yet begun.

An enerry saving of 6 )0O toe/yr is expectecl.

w/ou,/81 - British SteeL corporation - uK

The project involves pre-heating of the scrap charge for a 11O t eLectric

aro furnace by recovering the heat extracted. fbm the forrth exhaust

orifice from the furna,ce. the foreseeabLe enerry saving ls 43 f*lU/t of
steel produced, which is eguival.ent to ))O +oe/yt InstaLLation is virtually
conplete a^nd. the measurements will begin shortly.

In or.rler to ertract energr fron the gas pressure in the furnace throat,
the project envisages the installation of a foun-stage by-pass turbine
having variable guicte \rarxes in the first-stage stator; these regulate the

blast-firrraace back pressure contirnrousLy. The turbines will clrive two

13 000 lch{ generators, thus yielcting a prinary energr saving estinatecL at
about 27 OOO toefyrt. The turbo.al.ternator set is almost rea.cty and the
neaaurernent prograame shouLal begin soon..

m/2q.?'"1 - Danieli - Italv

Here the scrap charge for a 45 t eLectric firrnaoe Ls to be pre-heated. by

the continuous heat fLux in the hot gas exhausted. fbon the fourtb firrnace

orifioe.

In the Da^niel-i project, as opposed. to projec+ W/O34/81, the hot conhrstion
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proalucts will. transfer their heat through a surface-type heat ocohanger

to a,n air flow whioh will heat the scrap.

An enerry saving of about 50 ld{Vt of steeL proclucecl has been forecast;
this is eqtrivalent to 1 Joo toefyt The instaLlatl.on is at the project
stage.
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INDUSTRY : NON FERROUS METALS

EE/147179 - E[ectricity CounciL Research Center - UK

Improved Design of an Etectric Induction BiLLet Heater

This project demonstrates an increased efficiency eLectric induction

b'itLet pre-heater by better utiLisation of the avaiLab[e copper in the

windings. Two appLications are envisaged, one for aLuminium biLLets
(2 t/hour) and one for copper aLloys (2.1 t/hour). Energy saving in

terms of primary energy shaLt be 526 toe/yr. Predicted resutts are being

reaLised on one of the demonstration modeLs, the second one being under

const ruct i on.

EEl251/80 - Norddeutsche Affinerie - D

Copper Me[ting Shaft Furnace for Refined Copper Anode Production

This pnoject demonstrates the energy efficiency advantages of the shaft

furnace over the more conventionaL reverberatory type. The throughpout

is 60 t/hour and the energy saving env'isaged corresponds to 51000 toe/yr.
This project invoLves beLgian and german companies having coILaborated

in R & D efforts and decided to finance jointLy the investment for

demonst rat i on.

The payback of aLmost 8 years woutd normaLLy be unacceptabLe. However,

using onLy the furnace equipment costs this reduces to a more realistic
5 years.

EE1087/81 - ELectricity CounciI Research Center - UK

Improved Design of an ELectric Induction Furnace for me[ting ALuminium

This project demonstrates a net.l design of eLectric induction furnace

whereby refinements in the channeI and throat of the furnace wiLL produce

an increased power density and a v'igorous stirring action in the molten

metaL. This shouLd give rise to reduced metaL loss and increased efficiency.
A reduced meta I Loss of 1% represents 700 kttlh/t and energy savi ng of

743 kwh/t shouLd bring totat energy saving of 1'443 ktlh/t or 1.000 toe/yr.
The envisaged payback period of 1.6 years is good. The project is stitL
in the design stage so no operating experience is known.
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INDUSTRY : CEMENT, BUILDINGS MATERIALS (BRICKS, LIIVIE)

EE/001 /80 - Gebr0der LcihLein - D

Conversion of Brick TunneL KiLn to PuLverised SoLid Fuet Firing

Th'is project cLaims substantiaL energy savings GO%> by convert'ing an oi L

fired kifn to sotid fueL firing'i.e 1.31O toe/yr. Operating experience to
date has reveaLed a higher average spec'ific energy consuption than was

fi rst envi saged.

There is certainLy a need to spread information regarding the soIid fueI
firing of brick kilns to encourage organisations to use putverised fueL

technoLogy in this fieId.
It is a pity that the projected fueL savings were based on work carried
out on another kiLn. The rue energy savings can only be known by analys'is
of past specific fueI consumption figures for this kiLn. Despite these

facts, the energy saving achieved are above 40%

EE{O94l80 - Sauertandische KaLk Industrie - D

Improvement 'in Specific Energy Consumption on VerticaL Lime KiLns by

use of R'ing Burner System

This project demonstrates an improved burner system for verticaL Lime kiLns.
The system is claimed to reduce the specific energy consumption and improve
product quaL'ity by'improving combustion and heat distrjbution within the
firing zone. The energy saving env'isaged are 1.080 toe/yr.
If proved successfuL, the system coutd be readLy repLicated on other gas

fi red verti cat Lime ki Lns.

EEl1 71 /80 - C reusot-Loi re Ent repri ses - F

Rotary CooLer with PeripheraL BLowing on a Cement CIinker Kitn

This project demonstrates an'improved cooter for a cement cLinker rotary
kiLn to produce cIinker which is 300oC lower than the conventionaI grate
cooler. Energy saving envisaged are 1.750 toelyr.
The payback period of 3.25 years shouLd encourage other users of such kiLns
to use the equipment. However, the maintenance costs charged against this
project appear to be rather high and a reduction here wouLd increase the
commerciaL viabi Lity of the pIant.
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ITDIISIB,I: CHE{IOAJ..S

no/zza/ro -. Fartinonl (Montearson] :- Itary

The cl.enonstration project iE Looatecl in a pJ.ant proclucing urea - oae of
the nain omponents of nitrogen fertilizers. llhe existing process oonsists

of ombining annonie ancl oarbon clioxicle. Its efficiency Ls ].ow anct partLy

responsible for the high enersr consunption. lfbe project ai.ns at nod.iflittg
the unit in or.der to reoyol.e tbe nnreaotecl. raw naterlals and thereb;r to
increase reaction efficiency to 5V75%. Ihis increase in effioiency worltL

yieLtt art energr saving of, about 6 OOO toe/grt. llhe progranne has been

rlelayect by longer itellvery periocl.s for the eguilment. It rlas conpletecl at

the end of the first quarter of 1t82 a,rd. the finaL report is ln preparation.

nm/Jal - n1r lmri;tatne - Fr,apce

The object of the itenonstration ie a d.evLoe enabling ltquid. effLuent frm
oiL refineries to be concentrated, thereb5r reduolng oonsunption of the

energr need.ett to segarate the nater frm the h;nclrocarbons. It imrol-ves

a cyllnder coatecl rith E filn enobLing hyd.rocarbons to be separated. out

of m,ter suspensLons. Tbe project has been cmpletecl. anil haE enablecl.

2 56 toe to be recovered. frm the refineriee where it hes been instalLecl. llhe

contraetrral afun has thus beea achievecl a,rd. the project is a cmnerciaL

succegs.

ffi /12o - Iniq letroli --rtahr

l{hen filling station reneryoirs or d.elivery lorry ta.nlcs are filLecl. the

vapo1rrs lefb over fuo the previous load are ventecl to atnosphere. &l

or.der to avoid. lrydrocarbon losgcs qrtd. pollutl.on a cond.enser, followecl

by a refrigoratecl. eond.enser, ie locatecl at one of, the tank orifices. lf,he

resiilu.aL vapours are thus reoovered ln f.iquid fo:en. The project bae been

oonpleteiL, Althougb tbe anount of furd.rocarbone recovered is LeEe tha.n tbe

target owing to the clinatic 66ndltlons tluring the clenonstration, the

project hae a good. chance of, ogmneroial succeEE.
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dzza/go - sotnlne - rtalv

The ai.n of the project tg to utiLize the rsaste heat frm tbe reduction
procoss in the narnrfaoture of nagnetite sinter. lPhe ploject ls in tro
secttons:

(a) Recovery of heat froro the sinter b5r neans of, a fluid.izetl-bed cooler

(t) Reoovory of heat frm the recluctLon of gases via incineration ard.

an econmiser.

The naEte heat wiLl be used. to pre-heat tbe boiler feecl. nater. llbc energf
saving expected is 1 4OO +oe/yt, The project is at the tLesign stage.

E ' ^^'81 - Union Chinimre - BelEiun

This is a new procegs for sJrnthesizing lrnnno1tit:p aitrate which requires no

ertennal enerry source since it generates enough heat to provicle stean
t*hich can be used. in other processes. This prooess also ;delcl.s a higher
yietd anrl. ena,bles liquiA effluents of, mrfficient purity to be producerl
which oan either be re-used or clischargecl cl-irectly. One energr savlng of
260 toe/yt is expected.. The genereL alrylication of the procees would
ena,bLe an €nergr saving of ebout 1OO OOO +oe/W to be na,cte at Comnunity
Level. the progranne began on 1 Ja.rnrarXr 1981 and shouLd erd. on
1l Septeober 1!81.
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GLASS INDUSTRY

EE/246l80 - AKzo CHEMTE b.v. 'NL

A countercurrent glass-melting furnace with heat recovery for sodium glass.

The melting furnaces usuaLly used to manufacture glass from siliceous sand and

sodium and potassium powder are of the "unidirectional flow" type in that raw

rnaterials are charged on the same side as the burners and the conveetion

currents which develop at the bottom of the meLt flow in the same direction as

the combustion products.

Under the demonstration project, the firm has built a countercurrent furnace

which is charged on Ehe opposite side to the burners so that the convection

currents in the meLt flow in the opposite direction to those in ordinary furna-

ces. The experimental furnace which has a production capacity of 80 tonnes a

day has been fitted with a heat recovery system which heats the cornbustion air
with the residual heat from the flue gases, which are then discharged at only

6OOoC. When designing the system, the firm \tas expecting these modifications

to produce a dramatic reduction in fuel consumption from 171 *3 
"tp 

of naturat

gas per tonne - which is the consumption of an ordinary 80 tonne-a-day unidirec-

tional furnace - to 124 13 Ufp per tonne, a saving of 27.52 which is equivalent

to some 350 toe a year.

The experimental furnace began to operate in September 198L but unfortunately

there were a ngmber of problems and the consumption of natural gas is therefore

considerably higher than expected: between l4O and 150 m3 NTP per tonne instead
?of I24 ro' NTp per tonne. This is still a saving of LSZ" compared with the ori-

ginal consumption of 171 m3 NTP per tonne, which is by no means negligible,

although not as high as 27.57..

Basical-ly, therefore, the project ended up achieving 457 of the success originall-y

expected. Additional modifications - which would not necessariLy be very expen-

sive - could bring this success rate up to 85 or 902.

The significance of these results is undoubtedly of very widespread benefit if
one considers that just over l- million tonnes of glass is produced in the Member

States of the Cornrrunity each year. Cutting naturaL gas consumption from 171
?-jto L24 ro' NTP per tonne (i.e. by 47 m' NTP a tonne) - the expected saving which

can be appLied roughly to all furnaees - would reduce consumption of natural gas
?

by 47 rniLlion m' a year, which is equivalent to some 40 OOO toe a year. Even

the savin g of 26 13 *rp per tonne already obtained would be equivalent to 22 AOO

toe a year.
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IMUSTRY: TEXTILES

EEl016/79- - Lanerossi - Italy

The ain of the Lanerossi project carried out on existing textile dyeing plant
in their Schio factory was intended to demonstrate the technical feasibility
and energy efficiency of a modification enabling a large proportion of the

cooling and condensation water to be recovered as a result of a modified layout
for the bath heating and cooling circuits.

The modification consists of separating the heating and cooling circuits and

giving each its own heat exchanger, and rearranging the cooling circuit to
accept both softened and hard water. With regard to the ratio "kg of bath

water to kg of cloth'r and to the techniques adopted: it is planned to recover
?_?

73 OOO m- /yr of soft water at an average temperature of 45oC and 22 600 vt- /yr
of demineralized (distilled) water at 1O5oC, i.e. an estimated energy saving

of. 444 toe/yr.

The measurements are under way but are behind schedule owing to technical pro-
blems which have been dealt with in the meantime.

The initial measurements revealed very wide divergences in. the amounts of water

and condensate recovered as compared with the initial forecasts. The causes

(coil porosity, valve life) have been pinpointed and eradicated. Consequently,

the final results should coincide with the initial forecasts.

EE/133/80 - The Shirley Insrirure - UK

Project to demonstrate that very strict process control in fhe textile industry
may enable management procedures to be formulated which could yield considerable
energy savings.

The programme is under way in a textile dyeing plant having an annual cloth
treatment capacity of about 4 OOO t. Overa.ll energy consumption would be

about 27O TJ (6 5OO toe/yr) of which 777. eonsists of fuel oil, I77. of gaseous

fuels (methane and propane) and 6iA of electricity.

The aim of the project is to reduce the above-mentioned consumption figures by

LOZ at the end of the demonstration period (equivalent to about 65O toe/yr) by

installing suitable measuring instruments, analysing the data recorded and,

final1-y; proposing on this basis suitable modifications either to the installa-
tion or to the running thereof.

The project is at advanced stage and the tests carried out so far foster the
hope that the targets will be met.
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INDUSTRY: DAIRY INDUSTRY

EE/008/79 - Carbery Milk Products Ltd - IRL

This project has been installed and is operating in the premises of Carbery

Milk Products Ltd., Ireland.

The project is now complete and the first set of tests have been carried out.

The results show that for simiLar production runs, 237" of the primary energy

input was saved on the production run with the heat recovery equipment

installed. This is a 1ittle better than first estimates.

The uesting organisations have carried
in energy over long term operating and

with the variables being maintained as

The results of these tests have not yet

factory.

In conclusion, the project has yielded

being estimated at about 430 toe/yr.

out more work to finalise the savings

have performed another series of tests

constant as is practically possible.
been published, but they are satis-

positive results, the energy savings

EE/OO8/BO - Cooperative Zuivelfabriek en }4elkinrichting 'rDE .EEMMCHT" W.A. - NL

This project has been raised to demonstrate the reverse osmosis rechnique as

a pre-concentration unit to an evaporator. The aim was to increase the

solids content of the skimmed milk frorn 6 - 8Z to 182 by removing over 5OZ

of the water in the original feed stock. The energy savings envisaged

correspond to 330 toe/year.

The project is not yet completed but first tests have proved encouraging.

The main energy saving from this project is clairned to be in the transporta-

tion of the end product from the pre-concentration plant to the evaporators.

This would not necessarily be realised where both units are on the same site.
The financial submission on the contract needs further examination since the

cost of running the equipment appear to be higher than the value of energy

saved.
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INDUSTRY: MISCELLANEOUS

EEl244l79 - Joseph Crosfield & Sons Ltd - UK

The project covers the use of gas continuously extracted from coal mines

which, normally, is vented to atmosphere. The existing boilers have been

modified so that all t"he coal gas extracted from the mine - dnd, if need

be, natural gas and heating oil - can be used.

The measurements carried out over 12 rnonths have been extremely convincing.

The new three-fuel burner and the control system have proved that they operate

excellently and are re1iable. Boiler output has remained virtually unchanged,

thus enabling fuel oi1 and natural gas consumption to be reduced by about

22 OOO toe/yr.

EE/314/79 - Hermann Heye - Germany

This project demonstrates the use of mechanical energy made available by the

expansion of natural gas from its supply pressure of 5Obar to its working

pressure of 2bat. The energy is used to drive a screw type air compressor

and corresponds to an energy production of 806 toe/yr" The equipment

installed has proved to be cost effective but its use will of course be

lirnited to areas where gas is supplied at high pressure.

EE/167lBO - Compair Industrial Ltd. - UK

This project demonstrates a device by which screw compressors can be operated

at part load more efficiently by utilising a two speed drive system. The

energy saving envisaged are 20 toe/yr in primary energy. The project has

reached the prototype build stage and first estimates of capital costs have

been justified. This scheme should prove to be connnercially viable when

offered as an extra to the companyts existing compressor range. Potential
for replication is extremely good.
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FLUIDIZED BEDS

EE/022l79 - Deborah Fluidized Bed Ltd - UK

Disposal by combustion of residual wastes from the spent lubricating oil recla-

mation industry, including usable steam production, without damaging the

environment. The project is intended to provide a two-fold energy gain:

the energy needed for incineration and recovery of the energy contained in the

I^IaS teS

The installation covered by the contract is a four MI^I entrained fluidized bed

built at Avonmouth in the Tenneco Organics Ltd factory, which reclaims spent

oils and produces an "inevitable" by-product in the form of a tarty residue

at a rate of 2.5 t/h.

The work has been performed in line with the time-scale laid down both for the

construction and for the testing and measuring stages. On completion of the

progrzrmme the installation was acquired by Tenneco Organics Ltd and a repayment

schedule for the repayable part of the subsidy was drawn up.

The development procedure was well suited to the disposal of harmful industrial

residues without damaging the environment and yef saving energy. The advan-

tages of the entrained fluidized bed using asyrnmetrical pulsed air at three

levels r^rere demonstrated perfectly by the projeet. The project also made it

possible to demonstrate the reliability of the plant and its relative ease of

operation. Its success was put to Practical use by launching a commercial

operation enabling 1 2OO toe per year to be saved and offering prospects of a

minimum saving of 150 ooo toe/yr throughout the community-

EEl027l8O - Metallurgie lloboken - Belgium

An atmospheric-pressure fluidized-bed boiler was built to burn coal shale and

mineral residues to produce steam in order to generate electricity in a back-

pressure turbine. The energy thus obtained is to be used in metal-treatment

processes within the company. The bed combustion temperature is regulated to

permit better fixing of the sulphur in the lime and to reduce nitrogen oxide

emissions. A particular feature of the project is that the fluidization air

is pre-heated by means of heat from the ashes '

As provided for in the schedule, plant start-uP took place in Februaty l9B2'

The inifial combustion tests will cover: metering of the constituents of the

charge, the temperature regulation system, smoke filtration and the recovery

of ash heat.
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The demonstration proper remains to be carried out after plant assembly and

initial testing. Its success depends, in particular, on the reliability
of the measures to reduee the risk of plant corrosion and atmospheric pollu-
tion. If it is successful the project wiLl yield savings of 8 OOO toe/yr
and will help considerably in uraking use of low-calorific value fuels such as

coal shales.

EE/126/80 - Kalkzandsteenfabriek ,,DE HAZELMR" - Nerherlands

The project is located in a building materials factory and its purpose is to
produce the energy needed to make bricks by burning coal having a large ash
and sulphur content. The fluidized-bed technique enables the sulphur to be
fixed in the furnace by injecting lime and to generate sufficient heat despite
the high ash content. An original feature of the project consists of re-
cycling the ashes by incorporating them in the brick making charge on leaving
the furnace. Since the ashes are at a high temperature they help to reduce
the amount of energy needed to heat the mixEure to the required temperature
and to avoid the expense of storing the ashes or carrying them tq dumps.

Installation is currently underway; the entry into service of the unit is
planned for the end of the vear.

The project is expected ro yield a saving of 2 7oo toefyr. with similar
facilities the process could yield a saving of almost 3oo ooo toefyr at
Cormnuni ty leve I .

EE/l9o/80 - Breda Ter*o*..cani.a Ansaldo - Frarrco Tosi - rtaly
The project covers modification of the boiler in an oil-fired po\,rer station
to burn low calorific value, high-sulphur coal mined close to the plant.

The planned modification consists in installing a 15 MWe fluidized bed.
The particular feature of the plant would be its ability to recover heat from
the ashes and use it to pre-heat the fluidization air. The power plant would
produce about 8O t/h of steam to drive the turbines.

The design stage has been completed and site work has begun. The installation
is due for eompletion by mid-t-983. The fuel saving due to replacement of
one fuel by another will be about 10 OOO t/yr. If successful, the demonstra-
tion will Prompt the use of low calorific value coal in power plants and large
industrial boilers.
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ENERGY FROM I^IASTE

EE/L6j/79-Esnil -NL

The aim is to buiLd a plant for the combined treatment of household waste and

seurage sludge. The household l{raste is burned in fluidized beds, the heat

generated being utilised to dry recyclable paper and p1-astic and recover

metals. The sludges from the waste-water anaerobic treatment station are

fermented (also anaerobically) to produce biogas. The plant is now being

bui1t.

EE/I92/79-TntradeI-B

The object is to demonstrate the industrial feasibility of recycling mixed

municipal plastic rdastes deriving from the threefol-d selective collection of
paper, glass and plastics. The project is part of a large scheme for
treating household \^Iastes, comprising

(a) the utilization of the products of selective collection, and

(b) the automatic sorting of the remaining waste.

The energy saving to the community at large is put at 11 OOO toe/yr. The

installation will be built by the end of August 1982, i.e. with one year's

delay.

The overall teehnical solution adopted for the treatment of household waste at

Lidge is based on a sensible approach, the activities involved being clearly
divided into stages:

- paper, glass and plastie are collected on the same special round to reduce

costs,

- the relatively unsoiled materials deriving from selective collection are

recycled,

- a fuel is manufactured from the remaining waste collected in the normal way.

The plastics recyeling project is an interesting attempt to recycle mixed

$rastes (mainly PVC and polyethylene).

The projectrs commercial success will depend principally on the market for the

nixed waste compound.

EE/235179 - Foster Wheeler - UK

There are two methods, at present, of utilizing waste tyres: retreading and
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incineration (the latter with heat recovery). The aim here is to demonstrate

a third possibility: pyrolysis, leading to the manufacture of marketable fuels.
By subjecting waste tyres to high temperatures in furnaces the contractor plans

to recover combustibl-e oils by a distillation process. It may also be possi-
ble to use the residue (carbon black and fragments of steel).

Work, which began on 1 January L979, was suspended at the end of that year on

account of the financial difficulties of the first contractor, Batchelor Robin-

son; it was resumed, however, on 1 January L982, after the latterfs rights and

obligations had been transferred to a new contractor, Foster Wheeler. The

pioject will continue until 31 December 1983. To date, the equipment speci-
fications have been drawn up and civil engineering works have begun on the site.

The projectts prograntrne provides for the treatment of 50 OO0 tonnes of used

tyres per year, giving 16 OOO tonnes of combustible oils, 14 OOO tonnes of car-
bon black and 5 000 tonnes of steel fragrnents.

It is not yet possible to say whether the project will be viable, since there
are risks of furnace explosions. If this risk can be obviated, the generali-
zation of the process could save the Community as a whole 2OO OOO toe in liquid
form, 1OO O0O tonnes of solid fuel and 80 OOO tonnes of steel fragments"

EEI285/79-IMAG-NL

The project consists in fermenting manure anaerobically at three farms raising
pigs, cattle and poultry. The three digesters (ranging in volume from 1OO to

?
1 0OO m") will work at temperatures lower than those normally used and have a

shorter payback time; they will thus produce more gas and require less heat"

The biogas produced serves to heat the animal stalls and the water needed to
clean them. One unit is in operation, having solved certain technical teething
problems, and the two others are being constructed. It is hoped to produce

eight toe/yr of biogas.

EEl033/8o - Brirish Airways - uK

The object is to demonstrate the technical and commercial viability of using the
waste produced on sit.e at Heathrow Airport to provide all the energy needed in
an airport service building. The energy generated by burning the waste is
supposed to meet the heating and cooling requirements of a building by doing
away with heating oil and reducing electricity consumption by more than 3OZ.
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The annual saving is estimated to be about 1 O0O tonnes of fuel oil and 2 3OO MI{

of eleetricity. The novel aspect is the use of on-site riraste for combined

heat and cooling purposes.

The project includes the construction of an incinerator linked to a single
control system which wil-1 allocate the heat produced to three functions:
heating; hot-water production; cooling, with venting of the excess air to the

atmosphere.

The preparation of the incinerator and the control system specifications started
in July 1981, and the stage has now been reached when the specified equipment

can be ordered. On-site assembly will begin in the first half of 1"983, and

the first Lrials are scheduled for the end of 1984.

EE/L42/8O -E.Bi.A. -r

The aim of this project is to build a demonstration centre for the anaerobic

digestion of animal, vegetable and municipal waste, with biogas production.

This centre offers the possibility of meeting a major requirement which exists
in Europe:

i) sumary and evaluation of the research effort dispersed among the Member

States: substrates, fermentation techniques, nut,rients, digester and

storage engineering;
ii) study of the conditions under which the biogas and the digestate can be

used and which largel-y determine whether the installations will be economicl

iii) on-site follow-up at various installations: training, information, assis-
tance and experiments;

iv) a place where scientists and others of different nationalities can meet.

The centre has now been set up. The trials conducted have shown that the best

results are obtained from the following substrates:
(i) sewage sludges + organic fraction of household wastes + pig slurry;
(ii) pig slurry + cattle manure.

The risks attaching to the stage financed by the Community are commercial rather

than technical, the objective of that stage being to se11 six industrial-size
installations. At the moment, an initial project in Modena with a 1 5OO m3

digester to take pig slurry seems certain [o go ahead; another project, under

study, relates to the commune of Broni which is trying to find the best way of

treating the household wastes from the district.
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EE/260/80 - Skive Egnens ErhvervsrEd - DK

The object here is to build a pohrer sEation which will generate energy from

household and industrial waste, slurry, solar energy accumulated in the ground

and energy from the outside environment.

After sorting, the solid household and industrial wastes are mixed with coal-
dust and compressed into briquettes. Most of these are sold as fuel for
solid-fuel stoves or boilers. The rest are burned in the power station, and

the heat produced is sold. The liquid household and industrial r{raste, the
slurry and the municipal ser/age sludge are processed to produce biogas and

compost. The biogas feeds the gas engines driving an electric generator and

a heat pump system.

The reservoir of external heat for the heat pump is provided by tubes buried
in the ground and panels whieh draw energy from the outside environment.
The electricity, the heat from cooling the engines and from the heat pump are

all sold; completing the power station are tr^ro wind pumps which drive air com-

pressors used for producing hot water.

The various sources of heat (wind power, heat pump, cooling of gas engines,
briquette-fired boilers) operate at different temperatures and are arranged

in series. The aim is to produce an. annual amount of energy equival-ent to at
least 6 000 tonnes of oil. The municipalities concerned are reviewing the
preliminary studies at the moment, before taking any decision to commit them-

selves financiallv.

EEl287l80 - r'riedrictr want - I

The wood scrap produced by sawmills consists of chips, sawdust and bark. A

general outlet for the first two is the paper and board industry, or the manu-

facture of agglomerates. It has not so far been possible, however, Lo use

bark, which contains a wide variety of organic matter, has a high humidity
level and is soiled by vegetable remains or earth. The aim of the project is
to gasify these htastes in closed furnaces and to use the gas to drive the
turbines of a power generator. Four units of 120 kWe/hr are planned, the
pol{er from which will be used to drive the various types of equiprnent in a saw-

mill produeing about 30 OOO t/yr of building materials. The cooling wate-r,

whose temperature will be raised to 9OoC, will also be used in the plant. The

expected energy saving will be 23O toe/yr,
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Shortly after the gas producers were started up at the beginning of 1981, it
was apparent that the risks involved in using this type of waste had been

underestimated. The gas produced contained water with a high phenol content,

the discharge of which, after condensation, was not acceptable in terms of
environmental protection standards.

To reduce phenol formation, the contractor tried operating the gas producers

at a lower temperature, but this produced tars which blocked the ducts, and

the installation was seriously damaged in a test run in l"lay 1981.' The con-

tractor is currently busy modifying the installation, so that the bark can be

gasified more completely using a fluidized-bed system. This wil-1 require

further studies and development, and the contract progranme, which was scheduled

to end in April 1981, will thus be deLayed by over a year.

EE/OO1/81 -E.Bi.A.-r

The object is to show that ethanol (967 to 99.97.) can be produced from low-value

cel1ulose material, seeking the best energy balance in the process. The pro-
jected balance for 7 500 t/yr of processed cereal husks is as follows:

- ethyl alcohol : 1 150 toelyr
- available biogas : 350 rt

- nutrient meal : 2 OOO t.

The available biogas represents only 357" of. the total produced: 657 is used as

a source of energy for the installation.

The merit of the project resides in its advanced integration and particularly
in:
i) the favourable rakr-material supply conditions (rice husks);

ii) the optirnization of the energy balance by various means:

. the anaerobic fermentation of the by-products of hydrolysis and alcoho-

lic fermentation, giving more biogas than is required for system heat;

. the obtention of a loZ-strength liquor from a cel1u1ose substrate, thus

reducing the energy consumed during distil-lation;
reuse of the distillation heat in the pre-hydrolysis and hydrolysis
s tage s;

iii) the use of the methane-fermentation digestate as a protein meal-.
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EE/179/81 - Cornune di Modena - I

This type of operation, often carried out in the United States, involves

drawing off the biogas that is formed spontaneously in tip strate and pumping

it to a major consumer of thermal energy, in this case a briquetting works

1 2OO metres away from the tip. Having peaked in the first year' biogas

production will decrease rapidly over the following fifteen years. Mean

production will be about 680 toe/yr. The plant is under construction.
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ROAD TMNSPORT

A. Road transport - Internal combustion engines

EE/262l79 - Thornson - CSF S.A. - F

Optimization of the ignition and carburation of automotive petrol engines

during the warm-up period

Since DEA-TH (the CSF companyrs automotive electronics department) has al-
ready put on the market an integral electronic ignition system and, as a

cooperative venture with the Solex company, a earburation control device,

Thomson - CSF S.A. has proposed a project to demonstrate a microprocessor-
controlled integrated system for instantaneously optimizing the ignition
and carburation of spark-ignition engines.

This system would be particularly atEractive before the engine r/as properly

warmed up i.e. during the first few kilometres following a cold start.

To provide adequate system flexibility the study would relate to three dis-
tinct vehicles having different engine capaeities: a Citroen GY (the new

GS), a Citroen Visa Super and a Peugeot 504, which would be fitted with
adequate engine-parameter display systems (the most important being igni-
tion advance) with a t'binnacle" for the manual override and a printer.

The Company predicts that fuel consumption will be reduced by 5-L5%,

depending on the type of vehicle, or in other words about 0"5 toe/yr for
the three vehicles in question. This prediction is theoretically feasible,
espeeialLy for vehicles which, by definition, operate under stop-start
conditions (taxis, vehicles driven in city centres etc). Predietions

apart, it is however, not possible at present to say definitely how far the

research has gone. We therefore feel that a visit is needed to assess just
how much work has been done on the programne so far.

EE/178/80 - Alfa Romeo SpA - Italy

Use of a rrcylinder cutoutrr engine incorporating electronic injection shut-

off in a number of cars mainly used in urban traffic (taxis)

Alfa Romeors EEC demonstration project consists in fitting 1O Laxi versions

of the Alfetta car with electronically and microprocessor controlled engi-
nes. Envisaged energy savings at project leve1 of 2,5 toe/yr.
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The on-board injection and ignition control unit has interchangeable memories

so that it is possible for the engine to operate normally on either four or

only two cylinders. In this case ttmodulart'operation consists of being able

to initiate combustion in either four or two of the engine's cylinders,
depending on the driverts power requirement, with activation or disablement

of the relevant injectors.

The vehicles were placed in the hands of a taxi company which used them for
about six months.

A11 of the taxis were fitted with tachographs to record the number of kilo-
metres travelled, the number of hours worked and the type of journey made.

At the end of each working day the fuel tank was filled up to show consumption.

The two cars having covered the greatest number of kilometres are undergoing

a complete check-over. The average fuel saving can in any case be taken to
be LO7. as compared with an ordinary four-cylinder injection engine. However,

if a comparison is made with an ordinary carburetted engine, an additional
saving of about 102 can be anticipated, not only because of better fuel
metering, but also because of the shut-off facility offered by injection
engines, which cuts off the fuel supply when the foot is removed from the

acce lerator.

The saving from cars with a swept volume of more than I 7OO cm3 - L5% - would
?

be 2 25O m" per year i.e..1 660 OOO toe. The path followed by the company

is, however, the sinplestandmost economical and therefore the most acceptable

to the market. It can be applied to fuel-injection engines which will cer-
tainly be the most widespread before very long, in view of the advantages

offered at l-ow cost by the most recent electronic injection systems.

EE/22L/82 - Renault V6hicules Industriels S.A. - France

Design, development, and demonstration on board vehictes of aJankin-cycle
system for recovering energy from engine exhaust gases

The aim of the progranune is to use the considerable amounts of heat available
from the exhausts of diesel engines used in commercial vehicles to generate

further mechanical energy for feeding baek into Ehe engine (output) shaft.

Renault VI intends to link commercial-vehicle internal combustion engines with
steam engines, using organic fluids an.d equipped with turbo expanders, whose

power output will be fed into the engine output shafts by means of suitable
mechanical transmi ssions
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The prograurne has only just begun and its state of progress is unknown. It
is expected that the type of engine referred to above, fitted with the reco-

very system in qlestion, will yield the very low specific consumption figure
of 15O g/hp, which has never been attained hitherto. Over the speed range

of 75-85 km/h of a maximum-capacity vehicle, whose current engine consumes

34.2 - 37.2 Litres of fuel per 1OO krn, consumption drops to 30.5 - 33.5 litres
per 1OO km if the recovery system is fitted, which means 6.3 toe/yr per lorry.

These are figures for motorr^ray driving, whereas the fuel saving is much greater

under give-and-take conditions. The turbine configuration in the Renault

project is particularly economical, but on the other hand the payback period

for the extra cost of the vehicle seems to be quite long despite the fuel
saving (4 - 5 years). The demonsLration which the Renault company is perform-

ing is extremely useful. Since the experiment is still in its early stages,

its state of progress is unknown. The information provided will be very
valuable in enabl-ing the usefulness of this type of recovery to be determined.

Electric vehicles

EE/085/8O - Odense ELforsyning - Denrnark

The contract which was signed by Odense Elforsyning on 16 December 1981

concerns the use of 5 Fiat 9AO E/82 eleetric vans in the service fleet of a

Danish public electricity supply organisation. The Danish. project can be

regarded as an extension of the Italian project, since it involves the use

of the same vehicles. However, three features, which are different, permit

the collection of additional information and experience. These features are:

- climate - Denmark being the most northerly EEC-rnember country

- application within another public service sector in different traffic
conditions

- electricity supply from a combined heat and power station.

The 5 electric vans will be delivered by October. One of the 5 vehicles
will be fully equipped as a test vehicle and instrumentation in the remaining

4 vehicles will, as a minimum, include on board ktrlh meters. The energy

saving shall be 3O7" or 2 toe/yr. The work on the measurement p_rogramme

started on the lst of December 1981. The contractor, together hrith the

collaborating Energy Research Laboratory, is seen to have a very good capabi-

lity for carrying out the required work in a professional manner.
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In addition good contacts with related EEC research projects - in particular
the DG Xll-supported Anglo-Danish project "Advanced-llattery Development",

COST project 302 (electric vehicles) and AVERE - exist.

EE/130/80 - Fiat Centro Ricerche - rtaly

The contract covering a demonsLration with 10 Fiat gOO ElEz vans to replace

conventional vehicles in Torino (Turin) telephone installation and maintenance

operations formally started on the 1 October 1981. The ain of the project
is to demonstrate operational effectiveness regarding both energy and costs.
In terms of energy saving, it should correspond to 4 toe/yr. In addition
to the lO-vehicle fleet to be operated by the telephone company a test vehicle
equipped with sensors and a magnetic recorder for complete dynamic performance

monitoring will be operated by the Fiat Research Centre.

The activities are progressing we1l" During the first year of the four-year
progranme the foLlowing three phases will be completed:

1. manufacture and testing of the I'test vehicle"
2. manufacture of the lo-vehicle fleet
3. start-up of fleet operation.

During the first six months the test vehicle has been manufactured and the

procurement of materials and components for the manufacture of the lo-vehicle
fleet has been prepared. The test vehicle shows excellent traffic compatibi-
lity with full payload. During the next six months the 1O vehicles for the

fleet will be delivered.

The contractor is involved in a battery and charger research project under the

EEC indirect programne (DG XII), and this offers an excelle-nt opportunity for
the establishment of real coordination of the two EEC programnes. In fact a

field test of the on-board lightweight charger developed under the research

programe is planned to be included in the demonstration programme. In addi-
tion, good contacts with COST project 3O2 (electric vehicles) and Association
Europ6enne des V6hicules Electriques Routiers (AVERE) exist.

The initial proposal was for 7O vehieles but a lo-vehicle fleet is sufficiently
large for the direct evaluation of the operational effectiveness in terms of
performance, energy consumption and operational costs.
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EE/161/80 - Electricity Supply Board - Ireland

A contract covering a demonstration project with 15 large electric vans to
replace conventional vehicles in electricity supply, municipal-, public
transport and post & telegraph service, was signed by the Electricity Supply

Board, Dublin on the 12th of November 1981.

In February L9B2 two of the intended fleet owners - the Department of Post

and Telegraphs and Dublin Corporation - annor:nced their decisions to with-
draw from the project for reasons of financial stringeney. Consequently,

the eventual fleet will total eight, four second generation Daily Electric
IVECO 35F8s with a 890 kg payload and four Dodge 50s with a 2r4OO kg payload.

It is intended to put 4 Daily Electrics and 2 Dodge 5Os in operation in the

fleet of the Coras Iompair Eireann (CIE). The IVECO vehicle was demonsLrated

in Suzzara, Italy on the 29 l"larch 1982. It displayed excellent traffic
conpatibility. The Dodge 5O has also good performance. The energy saving

envisaged is 4 toe/yr.
;
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AGRICULTURE

EE/209179 - PAGV - Netherlands

In this project waste heat from a small electricity generating station is
recovered to heat the soil by means of buried pipework in order to speed up the

growth of plants. The demonstration covers 1.5 ha of crops divided into plots

which on a randour basis are either heated to various temperature levels or remain

unheated (reference plots). The plan had been to link the generating station
with the crop fields by means of a buried pipe about 5 km in length. This pipe

rdas to cross a dyke but in the event the competent Ministry did not authorise

this. An amendment Eo the contract r^ras accepted whereby the temperature of

the condense.r in the generating station is measured continuously and the values

transnitted automatical-ly to the demonstration site where a conventional natural-
gas fired boiler reproduces exactly the temperature levels of the waste from the

electricity generating station. The project is under way and the first results
will be available soon.

EE/278l79-ENEL-Italy

The aim of the project, by the Ente Nazionale per lrEnergia Elettrica, is to use

the low-temperature heat contained in the cooling lirater from conventional or

nuclear pohrer plants in order to improve the crops from narket gardens or other

agricultural holdings. The hot water will be used either to irrigate or to heat

the soil by means of buried pipes, or to heat the air about the crops. It is
above all expected that this project will enable production to be increased,
germination to be speeded up and seasonaL crops to be early" The purpose is
to perfect this particular technique by assessing from a technical and economic

standpoint the various ways of using hot water from power stations in agriculture
and to determine which types of crop would derive most benefit.

Two installations are planned: the first near the Trino Vercellese nuclear power

plant on the River Po near Casale Monferrato (Piedmont) and the second near the

conventional power plant at Tavazzano near Milan (Lombardy).

The Tavazzano installation consists of seven tunnels, four greenhouses and three

plots in an open field. The fields are being planted and completion of the

measurements is anticioated for 1985.

I
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The Trino Vercellese installation consist.s -ot,6,_5 ha of crops in an open field.
Experiments are planned using different irrieaticjn techniques involving hot
water, sprinkling, trickling, lateral infiltration or flooding. Completion

of this installation has been greatly delayed as b resrflt of an extended shut-
' down of the nuclear power plant for technical reasons.

EE/OO2I80 - AYLESCOTT DRIERS - UK

The hot air used for drying fodder is recycled instead of being discharged to
atmosphere.

Before drying proper, the fodder is passed througtr a press to squeeze out the
juice, which is then concentrated with assistan-ce frorn the recycled hot air,
then added to the cake. This process yields a two-fold energy saving:
i) that of the heat recovered and

ii) the lower consumption of energy needed to concentrate the juice as compared

with the drying of fresh fodder. :

The instaLlation is complete and a saving of 2OO toe was achieved during the
i

first drying sequence involving 3 750 tonnes of fodder.

*
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SOLAR THERMAL

1. Housing and Buildings

SE/043/79 - Tidcombe Lane First School- - UK

Space heating and domestic hot hrater preparation by 70 m3 of flat plate

collectors, 2 storage tanks of 9 m3 and 5 t3, tnd hot water cylinder of
?I.2 m'. Space heating system: fan coil heaters and radiators. Conltruc-

tion was finished in September 1980. Monitoring is still going on until
Septenber 1982.

No monitoring results are yet available. The performance is expected to be

good. The education value is outstanding and the potential for publicity
good due to cLear design and use for teaching pupils even from other schools.

Energy produced per year: 5.4 toe.

SE/131/79 - Glaverbel SA - B

Domestic hot water for a factorY.

Flat-plate glass collectors heat the water sufficient for 45 showers per day

for the factory workers. The glass, which is preferentially transparent to

visible light, r^ras tested and then, after several breakages, partly replaced

by ordinary glass.

The installation has been overdirnensioned since requirements have proved to

be almost three times below estimates and the (often saturated) storage reser-

voir has prevented the ful[ recovery of all the energy collected.

Energy produced per year: 1'23 toe.

SE/149/81 - House at Mambour-Demeuse - B

Heating of an individual house.

Solar heating of an individual house by air-type collectors incorporated in

the roof and by air/air heat pump. Storage in saline media using the latent

heat principLe (study of the eomposition and conditioning to overcome the

problems of supercooling and ageing and to optimize the yield from the heat

exchange). Estimated solar gain in ktrIh/year: 10 OOO. Roof-nounted air-type

collectors considerably reduce the extra solar investment cost. The projeet

is well designed; if properl"y implemented, a noiseless air-heating system is a

viable proposition. Latent heat storage using an air-type system is highly
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experimental and warrants the proposed study, the cost of which is insignificant
when conpared with the total estimated cost of the installation. It should be

pointed out however that, assuming a payback period of 1O years and considering
the estimated project costs, the overall cost is very modest.

Energy produced per year: 1.41 toe.

SE/L5L/82 - Era-Bertin - F

Conrnunal heating.

Solar back-up for the electrical heating of a 23-apartment block by opaque air-
type collectors covering the entire south-facing wall. Electrical underfloor
heating and convect,or heaters in each room. Preheating of the fresh intake air
by air collectors and by heat exchangers which extract heat from the exhaust air.
Building is over-insulated with a 1ow thermal mass (G = O.7S w/*3oc, including
ventilation). Windowless, south-facing wa11 covered with absorber panels.

It is a pity to cover the entire south*facing wall completely in order to obtain
a 337. saving on heating. The extra cost seems rather high compared with the
modest solar gain. A building with its main wall facing south, of average
thermal mass-and with double glazing and insulating shutters would have achieved
almost the same solar gain(2O7" of the energy consumption by direct gain alone and

without an active system)_,_.

Energy produced per year: 7.2 toe.

SE/152l81-Unerg-B

Office heating

A building, part of an administrative complex, has been insulated and fitted with,
Bo m- of unglazed and insulared copper absorbers linked to two 16 khl heat pumps

serving a 1 OOo litre cold storage tank and a 1 OOO litre insulated hot-water
storage tank. Heat distribution via steel panel radiators (initial temperature =

65oC) located below the windows. Very promising system for two reasons:
(1) the operating principle (heat pump + absorbers alone),
(2) system retrofit,red on an exisring building.

The three other buildings in the complex will be fitted with monitoring instru-
ments so that comparative energy balances can be drar,un up"

Energy produced per year: 2.9 toe,
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SE/154/81 - Bouwcentrum Techno - NL

10 Solar houses at Capell/Ijssel.
,

15 rn- of air collectors on each home. Storage in a concrete colurmr including
a 140 ltr. domestic hot water tank. Gas-fired back-up heater. Construction

will start in Spring 82. The estimated payback period is 60 years (lifetime 20

years, constant gas-prices). The design is simple. So the lifetime of the

plant will be 1-onger than 20 years (as assumed in the contract). Serial produc-

tion will improve economy.

Energy produced per year: 5.2 toe (10 houses).

SE/L55/8I - Bouwcentrum Techno - NL

1O Solar houses, Capelle/Ijsset.

3 elements of solar utiLization in each house.

a) Greenhouse in front of the living room'with triple gIazi.ng.

b) Wall-collectors (fO m2) on all the southern waLls. Air cireulation by gra-

vity. Interesting wall-operated control system"

c) Active air-collectors (S *2) for domestic hot water system. Storage 15O ltr.
The project is stil1 in the planning stage.

The project is an example for the systematic application both of active and passi-

ve solar-heating techniques. Long lifetime can be expected. Pay-back period

67 years at constant gas priees, 2O year lifetime" Economy could be satisfac-
tory in serial production.

Energy produced per year: 4.5 toe (10 houses).

SE/156/81 - Centro Ricerehe Macchine Tessili -_l

The project is eonceived for two operation modes:

Surnmer: Air conditioning and hot rrater production by an absorption heat PumP,

fed by solar concentrating collectors. Winter: Air-heating and hot water pro-

duction directly by the solar panels. Supplementary heating by a conventional

heating system. The project is stiIl in the planning phase"

Estirnated pay-back period: 25 years. The yearl-y operation time of the high tem-

perature part of the plant wil"l- be short. Interesting application for hot coun-

tries.

Energy produced per year: 25.2 toe.
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SE/L6O/8I - Usines Pernod - F

Hearing and air condiEioning of offices and industrial premises, using air-type
collectors, greenhouses, storage of heat in concrete blocks, a heaE pump; these

sysLems serve various buildings (industrial premises, offices and restaurants)
and supply domestic hot water to the restaurant. The Pernod plant is located
near Lyon. The development of the heat storage system using concrete blocks

should be monitored cLosely since it appears boLh sirnple and cheap.

Energy produced per year: 67.7 toe.

SE/163/81 - The Helix Multiprofessional Services - UK

semi-detached houses, one of them conventionally heated, the other:
Construction as "home within a house" using the thermal mass of the wall
Direct gains through southern front windows

Active air collectors, storage in the wa1ls

Fresh air suction in suiltrner by a gravity ventilation through the air collectors
Conventional back-up heating system.

Construction is finished. Monitoring equipment will be installed in Spring L982.

The components are straightforward. Interesting comparison is to be made between

conventional and the solar heated house.

Energy produced per year: 1.4 toe.

SE/179/81 - Solar Lodgings - UK

,
33 m- of collectors on each house, feeding 3 central heat stores: 1 for domestie

hot water, 1 for space heating, 1 for excess heat. The project is not yet in
construction, because the building site was not available.

Obviously there are no passive elements utilized in the de-sign of the houses.

A11 possibilities of passive solar utilization should be used before installing
active devices. Advantage of the central heat stores: less heat losses. It
will be very interesting to have a comparison between the results of a purely
active solar house and an active - passive house.

Energy produced per year: 8.9 toe (9 houses).

SE/183/81 - Hotel Banghion - H

A period hotel- has to be modernised" The central courtyard will be covered by a

gLazing thus serving as a greenhouse in winter and as a passive air cond.itioning
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element in surrner. Additional-ly, there will be an area of solar panels on the

south-facing part of the interior side of the roof, The project is still- in the

planning phase.

The project is a very important effort to use passive solar elements in older
properties in the Mediterranean. The design wil-1 be very difficult. Economy

seems to be very favourable (payback period 15 years). The public impacr will
be high because of the great number of guests.

Energy produced per year: L4.2 toe.

SE/186/81 - Istituto Autonomo - I

Space heating of 5 houses (6O flats, 260 inhabitants) by passive solar utilisa-
tion. Greenhouses on the south-facing walls. Storage of the passive solar
gains in the walls and in the fl-oor. The houses are arranged on the site in
such a way, that no house will be in the shadow of another one. The domestic

hot water is prepared by flat plate collectors. The project is in the planning

stage.

The project seems to be very well prepared and carefully designed"

period is estimated with less than 20 years.

The payback

Energy produced per year: 44.9 toe.

SE/199/81 - BournevilLe Village Trust - UK

Two existing houses for old age pensioners are retro-fitted with two different
types of flat-plate collectors for domestic hot water production. Surface areas:

tt
44 m'and 113 m'. Both of the houses have different heat storage systems.

The comparison between the two houses will be interesti.ng, because the two projects

are slighttry different.

Energy produced per year: 3.O toe.

SE/2O7I81 - Terme Etrugche - I

A new thermal bath centre will be built. The utilization of solar energy is
foreseen for: - heating of domestic hot r{aEer; - heating of the water for the

swinming pool-; - mud heating for medical- appLications; - clay drying. Technical

data: - 1 2OO 12 of flat plate collectors devided into 3 independent systems.

The project is in a planning stage.
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The design is made on the basis of well-proven technology. The necessary tempe-

rature is between 50o - 60"C. The investmenE costs are rel,atively high. The

public impact witl be high, corresponding to the great number of guests expected

to use the centre.

Energy produced per year: 54.7 toe

SE/216l81 - Three Solar Heated llouses - UK

Combination of passive and active solar utilization elements in three houses:
)?- 3O rn' of solar air collectors on each house - 4 m" rock-stone consisting of

bricks: - greenhouse elements for passive heat gains,

Domestic hot water preparation by the solar installation.

The plant is a well designed cornbination of greenhouse elements in front of the

south-facing living-room, and of active air collectors at the walls of the rarely
used second floor room. The payback period is estimated to be reasonably shorter

than the plant's lifetine"

Energy produced per year: 1.43 toe (3 houses).

SE/228/B| - Unione Piemontese - I

The use of active and passive solar technology will reduce energy consr:mption in
buildings by up Eo 607". The project is the first step in developing large scale

solar technology for residential buildings. Passive part: Careful arrangement

of the buildings on the site with respect to the shading effects between the build-
ings. Careful design of windows and insutation. Greenhouse elements.

ii) Active part: air collectors to preheat ventilation air.
It is very important to develop a solar technology for large scale buildings;

The project seems to be very carefully designed. The payback period is estimated

to be shorter than 15 years.

Energy produced per year: 263.7 toe.

SE/235/81 - GEC Power Engineering - UK

25O m2 of evacuated tube collectors are providing hot !"ater for kit.chen use in a

factory. The collector circuit is connected with the factory's high pressure

water system. (1OOZ solar rate in surruner). Collectors are currently being ten-
dered for.
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Well-proved technology, medium payback periods.

integration of solar energy.

Energy produced per year: 11.9 toe.

Good example for consequent

se/237l81 - "so1 og vind" - oK

27 single family houses and a communal building are using passive energy conser-

vation elements as far as possible. The active system consists of 640 m2 of

solar collectors of two heat-stores with a voltrne of 45 t3 
"rrd 

Z8 m3 and of a

wood-furnaee. The storage tanks are situated in the centre of the t'Village".

Construction was finished in September 1981" The project is one of the first
centralized applications of solar energy for a great number of houses. The ther-

mal storage losses will be low because of using only two great storage tanks, but

the heat losses will increase due to the long distances between collectors and

storage. The pay-back period is estimated to be 25 years.

Energy produced per year: 12.5 toe.

') Agri culture

SE/04/79 - Azienda Floreale Diem - I

A greenhouse for seedling growing of pot plants is heated with solar energy.

The air collectors are mounted above a pebble stone bed which is used for energy

storage. The greenhouse was additionally insu1ated with double glazing (poly-

acryl). The instatlation is almost 1OOZ self sufficient. The project is par-

tially finished, namely the small demonstration (27I m'greenhouse) and the plan-

ning of the BOO *2 gr""rrhouse. Very well designed application of solar energy

for greenhouse heating. Short pay-back period. Insulation of greenhouse has

to be done before applying such a system.

Energy produeed per year: 24.4 toe.

SE/14l79-Sassari.-I

Agricultural by-products are chopped, ground, dried and processed into pe1lets.

The electric and heat energy for the drying process and the pellet production is

provided by two different solar installations:
- 6O m2 of flat plate air collectors heat the air for the drying process. Heat

can be stored in a pebble stone bed. Collector outlet temperature is 60-80'C.
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- Electric energy is produced by a turbine-driven 5 kl^I generator. The turbine
is part of thermodynamic circuit, which is heated by 48 *2 of eoncentrating
(Fresnel Lens) collectors.

The construction of the plant was finished in october 1981, but some parts of
the electric generator section are still missing or defective. The drying sec-
tion of the plant is in satisfactory operation" There are reasonable economic

results to be expected. The por^rer generation section demands very high invest-
ment costs.

Energy produced per year! 1O.9 toe.

SE/L5/79 - Adelkam Wine Farm - I
J

2O0 ur- of concentrating collectors are generating process heat for the following
processes:

- Wine cooling by means of an absorption chiller (required temperature 120"C)

- Wine pasteurizing (required temperature l20oC)

- Bottle washing (80"C)

- Space heating (8O'C).

The project is not yet in construction because of problems with the purchase of a

suitable absorption chiller. The plant is designed on a high technological level
and therefore careful planning and a well*trained maintenance staff is necessary.
The pay-back period is long (26 years), because the plant is designed to provide
almost LOO7" of. the process energy demand. Under conditions of a lower solar per-
centage a better pay-back could be expected.

Energy produced per year: 7.1 toe.

sElL23/79-rMAG-NL

Solar-heated water for livestock rearing.

Air-type solar collectors linked to an ai.r/water heat exchanger produce hot water
to dissol-ve the milk powder used to feed 6OO calves. Anticipated solar gain:
42 OOO kWh/yr, i.e. 54.57. of requirements. In view of the poor efficiency of
ai'r/vtatet exchangers, the use of air collectors for water heating is not the best
solution. The solar panels were poorly dimensioned and had been damage-d by a

storm. Conside-ring also the economic diffieulties in rearing calves, the invest-
ment seems to have been misplaced. Nevertheless, in view of the significanr
energy requirement, an instaLlation using \4rater-type coLlectors could have yielded
good results.
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Energy produeed per year:

sB/t25/79-rI,rAG-NL

3.6 toe.

Solar heating of a methane digester.

Glazed flaL-plate coltectors produee hot \^7ater which is used to maintain the
oPtimum temperature in a tank producing methane from pig slurry. Solar gain:
125 OOO kWh/yr for a total collector surface of 60O m2. The tank "digests" 10

?to 15 m' slurry per day.

The operation of a biodigester is fairly complex, involving the interplay of se-
veral parameters. It may well be that a solar installation with a variable out-
put will further complicate a system which is sti1l at a somewhat experimental
stage. Generally, part of the gas produced by the digester is used for reheating
purposes which reduces investment cost. Since the installation is sti1l being
developed, its cost-effectiveness cannot be assessed.

Energy produced per year: 10.8 toe.

SE/188/81 - University of Perpignan - F

Solar-heated erop drier.

A fruit-growing cooperative in the Eastern Pyrendes uses 22 m2 of air-type collec-
tors to heat the air in a fruit and vegetable drying tunnel. Output: 5-10 tonnes

per day. Back-up heating system: variable resistance elements totalling 1O kW.

The University of Perpignan designed and provided the instrumentation for the unit

The method uses a fairly abundant local resource, (i.e. the sun) to provide low-
temperature warm air. Crop drying accounts for IOZ of. the total direct e.nergy

consumption by agriculture in France, i.e. 5OO OOO toe in 1980 (source: Agence

pour les Economies dt6nergie).

The University of Perpignan project will provide more detailed information about

the behaviour and efficiency of such systems.

Energy produced per year: 1.2 toe.

3. Industry

SE/09/79 - "Multi-Flash" Desalination P1ant" - I

Parabotic trough collectors are used to generate pressurised water at 90-1OO"C.
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The multi-flash desalinator was tested before being installed on the Island of

La:npedusa, to the south of ltaly. The plant did work for testing during several

months in 1981. It has to be redesigned for future use. The field of applica-
tion of desalination with solar energy has a high potentiaL.

Energy produced per year: 21 toe.

SE/176l81 - AGIP Nucleare - IJ MAN - D

)L 728 m' of parabolic concenlrating collectors are heating a thermal oi1 circuit.
Steam production by means of a heat exchanger. Collector outlet temperature:

28OoC. Two axis suntracking system. Supplementary heating by an oil-fired
stea$ boiler. The project is in the engineering and manufacturing phase.

The technology of the plant is very complicated. The mirrors are very sensitive

to dust. High maintenance. Poor economy. Economy may improve slightly under

conditions of serial production.

Energy produced per year: 108.9 toe"

SE/182/81 - Tecnotessile - I
t

lOO m'of evacuated tube trough-type collectors are producing steam for a textile
factory. Collector outlet temperature: 22O"C. Two heat stores of a relatively
small capacity, because the solar-produced steam is continuously used to supple-

ment the conventional heating system" The project is in the engineering phase.

The technical concept is good. Solar gains can be used immediately without
great storage volumes. Long payback period.

Energy produced per year: 6"9 toe.

SE/185/81 - La Metalli Industriale - I

Treatment of industrial effluent. Oil-in-water emulsions - polluting residues

from Lhe engineering industry - are heated, via a heat exchanger, by hot water

produced by glazed flat-plate collectors. The emulsions are then passed to an

evaporation column where they are concentrated and their volume considerably
reduced, producing an oil which is sufficiently concentrated (99%) to be used as

a fuel. The plant is designed to treat 4OO m2 emulsion per year. The contract
is being negotiated.

The principle is interesting and deserves more detailed technical study" The
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industrial uses for low and medir:m-temperature heat are numerous, disparate and

poorly understood. They represent a significant proportion of a countryrs

energy consumption.

Energy produced per year: 1.4 toe.

SE/222/81 - Production of process_heat - I

Production of thermal energy by the

trough-type eollectors with a total
installation, which is incorporated

it will enable the true efficiencv

Energy produced per year: 10.4 toe.

conversion of solar energy collected by 48

surface area of 168 m2. The value of this
in an operational industrial plant, is that

of this system to be assessed.

SE/227l81 - Voldadige Brick Factory - I

A new brick drying plant is planned with a wide integration of energy conserva-

tion and solar energy: 7OO m2 of air collectors will preheat the air (max. SO'C)

for the brick drying and brick kiln process" Heat storage by the clay depositary

itself. The project is in planning stage.

The project is an excellent example for the possibilities of industrial energy

conservation, combined with an efficient low-temperature utilization of sotar

energy.

Energy produced per year: 66.6 toe.

'+. Swinuning Pools

EE/61/79 - Ughgrd Swinrning Pool - F

Heating of a svrinrning pool and sports facilities"

Solar heating of an open-air swimning pool and a gymnasium. Production of hot

water for the showers . Glazed flat-plate collectors , L5 m2 hot water storage

' tank, anti-freezefwater exchangers' gas back-up heating.

Gymnasium (with roof-nounted collectors) due to be completed at the end of L982.

Work on the swirnrning pool due to begin at the beginning of 1983 as soon as muni-

cipal funds received. Total investment (collectors plus storage facility) is
FF 2 541 per sguare metre of installed collector. A systematic attempt should

be made to harness the same installation for two complementary uses (heating of

(5)
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the swinuning pool in sunmer and of the gymnasium in winEer) in order to get a

better return on the hrater-type collectors. It is planned to cover the swim-

ning pool at night. The payback on this project may make it a test case since

it involves the optimun use of gLazed flat*plate coll-ectors (year-round use,

fairly large scale facility, sunny area, proven techniques).

Energy produced per year: 25.5 toe.

SE/L26 79 - Bundesinstitut fiir ortwissenschaft - D

Rational use of energy in the consLruction of swinming pools.

Various energy saving concepts are demonstrated in three different public swim-

ning pools (Stadtsteinach, Unna, Ahaus) " Pool cover, heat recovery and solar

energy. The collectorts surface is equal to the poolts surface. Four diffe-
rent soLar systems are demonstraLed, gLazed, closed loop, unglazed with heat

pumpr glazed open loop and unglazed open loop.

The fitting of the solar systems will start in May 82.

Advanced overall technology, rather expensive, collector surface to pool surface

rather large. Extensive monitoring system should yield exact results for pool's

energy consumption and supply.

Energy produced per year: 147.8 toe.

SE/P/3/81 - Indoor Swirnming Pool - B

Heating of one of two indoor swimrning pools and hot water for showersl surplus

heat is fed into the air systed. Two fields of single glazed collectors with

selective copper absorber. Closed loops with heat exchangers. Comparison

between solar and conventional energy for pool heating is possible.

Energy produced per year: 16.4 toe.

SE/P/4/81 - Indoor Swirnrning Pool "De Thermen" - NL

Solar heating of an indoor swimming pool during the warm season. Plastic un-

glazed collectors (FAFCO USA). Two fields 45o and 60". Total area 578 m2.

The back of the panels is eovered with corrugated plastic shee.E, as support and

wind protection. The collectorts surface is appr. 9O7" of the poolfs water

surface. The solar plant is installed, the monitoring campaign will start in
l{ay L982.
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The investment costsAn adequate technique for heating a swinming pool is used.

are relatively high due to the col-lectorrs subconstruction.

Energy produced per year: 27.8 toe.

SE/P/13/81 - University of Exeter - llK

Data-logging at a solar-heated swimming pool. Open-air pool measuring 10 x 25 m,

operating since 1978 and open from May to September. Polypropylene tubes sunk

in the asphalt of a tennis court represent an original type of solar collector,
the efficiency of which is to be measured. The swinuning poo1, r^rhich, for 1 140

hours of the year is heated by gas to a temperature of 24"C, consumes 180 O0O kWh

per season (no insulating pool cover)

It is planned to cover the pool in order to reduce heating requirements. The

payback period for the solar installation should be between four and five years.

The request for EEC financing relates only to the instrumentation and experimen-

tal monitoring of the system over two years by the University of Exeter. Seve-

ra1 swimming pools go to make up the sports centre, which also includes tennis

courts. If the coLlector monitored under this project functions properly and

at reasonable cost, it would provide a neat solution to the problem of the amount

of land needed for water-type collectors used to heat open-air pools.

Energy prgduced per year: 2.5 toe.

1E/P/L7/81 - Piscine de Plein Air - B

Single glazed flat-plate collectors are used in a closed loop to heat the pool
?

\^rater suppl,y, hot r^rater to the showers and to a 100 m- storage tank. This tank

can be used by a heat pump as a source of low temperature energy. Total solar

surface 2 lOO m2. The extensive monitoring system should yield good results.
The solar field is installed. The monitoring system will run from May 82 on-

wards.

The high quality collectors used rnay be too expensive to be economically viable

for this kind of application.

Energy produced per year: 86.4 toe.

I

_AE4/te/81 - Pr"j""r by

Government - H

Three solar-heated pools in Greece.
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Three outdoor olympic pools (25 m x 50 m), open throughout the year and built
between 1974 and 1978 and heated by oi1, are in future to be heated (showers

included) by between I 8OO and 2 600 m2 glazed flat-p1ate collectors operating in

an open system.

Solar energy contribution: 59o 264 to 820 o3o kwh/yr (70 to 877.).

Back-up heating: electricity (pump) and existing boiler - all the pools are

fitted with a wind-break during the winter and will have an insulating cover

at night. Basic payback period is between 6 and 7.6 years. This project is
the first example of EEC aid being requested by Greece. If the project is
successful, the fact that it has received EEC support should have a considerable

impact on the future pattern of aid applications in Greece.

Energy produced per year: 176.9 toe.

SE,/P/I9/81 - Conrnune of Verona - I

Heating of the pool water, showers and general space heating of rhe indoor pool

at Verona by means of a total of 750 *2 of Pirelli solar collec.tors. A number

of energy-saving devices have been linked to this solar installation, i.e": heat

recovery units, heat punps, radiant heaters. The feasibility study has been

completed and is in the ready for signature. Work should begin shortly.

This is an excellent and well-designed project and those responsible (CREAIES)

appear fully to have overcome the difficulties. The extensive data-logging
programme planned should yield vital information on the true vi"ability of the

system.

Energy produced per year: 41.8 toe.

SE/P/20/81 - Robinson - UK

Eight solar-heated swinrning pools.

Eight pools are to be fitted with Robinson unglazed collectors to heat the pool

water primarily during the surmner. The total insolation between April and Sep-

tember is 713 kl^Ih/yr (KEW weather station). The annual solar gain is 808 MI^lh

for a total collector surface of | 7O4 *2 (aor.l volume of the pools is 4 782 m2;

each year, B7O OOO visitors will use at least one of the eight pools) "

Low-cost unglazed collectors are particularly suitable for the summer-time heating

of swirrring pool hrater. The average payback period is six years (2.7 - 11 years)

which is satisfactory.

Energy produced per year: 69.5 toe.
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SE/P/22/81 - Eton College Swinuning pool - UK

The project concerns the instrumentation and experimental monitoring of a solar-
heated pool which is covered during the school- year and is already equipped with

a solar-heating system. Solar gain: 32 OOO ktrlh/season, i.e. 14.52 of the pool's

heating requirements (approximately 97" of total requirements); the pool has an

insulating cover over it at night.

Energy produced per year: 2.8 toe.

SE/P/23/Bl - Albertslund "Badesden" - DK

Solar heating of outdoor swimming pool with unglazed plastic collectors (ROBIN-

SON, UK). The pool will not be covered by night (circul-ar pool with an "Island").
The collector area of. I 612 m2 will be approx. 607. of the poolrs area. The col-
lectors will be mounted on nearby roofs at an angle of 25o facing East/West.

Extensive monitoring system planned. Unfortunately, the shape of the pool is
such that it can not be covered.

Energy produced per year: 51.6 toe.

SE/P/2-5l81 - Electricity Supply Board - IRL

Indoor pool.

The pool, Iocated in Dublin, measures 10. 5 x 25 m and is open throughout the year;

since |g7g, it has been heated by an air/water heat pump operating on exhaust air.
Electrical back-up heating for showers, pool and space heating. It is planned

to save 87" on the total energy consumption by instal-ling flat-plate solar collec-

tors in series to heat the incoming water supply.

Energy produced per year: 3.7 toe.

SE/P126I81' llorsens - DK

Heating of an open-air swimming pool with unglazed plastic collectors (ROBINSON

UK). Outside the swimming season the pool serves as an energy source for a heat

pump. The latter will supply an indoor swinaning pool with energy during October,

November and March, Apri1.

The system is not optimized concerning pool's surface (1 O5O rn2) and collectorrs
.,

surface (3oo n') which is 3/1o, it should be 5/10 - 7llo,

Energy produced per year: 8.6 toe.
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SE/P/29/81 - Stichting Spgrtfondsenbad Amersfoort - NL

Q

The water of a large indoor swimming pool (200 n-/d) is preheated by unglazed

polypropylene eollectors. As the water temperature from the mains is 9-1OoC,

the energy gain is boosted if the ambient air temperature is higher (April-
October) .

A simple and useful application for preheating large quantities of cold water.
Potentially high public impact (600 OOO visitors per year).

Energy produced per year: 18 toe.

SE/P/3O/Bl - Stichting Zwenbad Gouderak - NL

Solar heating for an outdoor swimming pool" Unglazed plastic collectors
(ROBINSON UK). The pooL is covered by night. 344.6 m2 collector surface is
equal to 507" of the total pool area. Simple monitoring system planned. The

adequate technic for surrner swirmning pool should yield economical results.

Energy produced per year: 24 toe,

E/P/31/81 - Agip petroli - I

Ileating of the water for an indoor pool and showers by means of. 229 ^2 of solar
collectors (with selective surface). Priority is given to the heating of the
pool water. The feasibility study is nearing completion.

The project is well designed but the choice of selective surface collectors seems

inappropriate in view of the t.emperature requirements of the pool.

Energy produced per year: IO.3 toe.

SE/P/32/81 - Ronciglione swimrning pool - I

Solar heating of the two pools and showers at a new indoor swirnrning pool by means
)of 330 m- of liquid-type flat-plate collectors linked to a water-to-water heat

pump and heat-recovery units which extract heat from the waste water. Space

heating is provided in equal proportions by a heat pump which extracts heat from

the exhaust air and by the direct soLar gain from skylights in the roof.

A complex but well-conceived installation. The use of an auxiliary heat purnp is
very promising. The data-logging programne is very extensive and will be carried
out by a competent centre.

Energy produced per year: 13.6 toe.
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SE/P/33/81 :CoMES - F

24 swimming pools

COMES is acting as Contracting Authority on behal-f of 24 French communes in

response to the calls for submission of projects concerning the solar heating of

swinuning pools. The pools are divided up as folLows: 17 open air; 3 mixed and

4 indoor pools. A11 the preliminary studies have been carried out by the Tech-

nip Consultancy Bureaug the Veritas Bureau is responsible for the data-logging

prograrme. The solar-heating method used for open-air pools involves the use of

low-cost, unglazed plastic collectors which offer an excelleRt econonic return.

For the indoor pools , gLazei collectors have been used; even here, the economic

return is good in view of the low operating temperatures and the simpl-icity of

the systems used (the pool acts as a heat store). The design of the installa-
tions and the robust technology involved make the project highly suitable for

demonstration purposes. The five and a half year payback period (of the solar

installations alone) ensure a high economic return on the project. Since the

majority of the pools are open to the public, the impact on the public at large

is likely to be very effective.

Energy produced per year: 215 toe.

SE/P/35/B1 - Torrevecchia swimning pool - r

School and public swimming pool with recycled supply; roof and southern facade

retracrable. Three pools ( I 111 ur2; 24-26"C) are heated by 450 t2 of Yazaki

selective surface solar col-lectors. The annuaL heating requirements of 1 705

MWh for the pools are met as follows: 3I7. by heat exchangers located on the fil-

tration circuit; 16% by the solar collectors and the remainder by an oil-fired
boiler. In surmrer, the collectors supply 28 MI.lh for the showers, i.e. a total

solar gain of 280 MWh/year.

The stated overall payback period of seven and a half years is accurate'

The covering of the pool and the recovery of heat are highLy efficient devices

which may mask the poorer returns on the expensive and fragile selective gurface

collectors.

Energy produced per Year: 23.8 toe.

SE/P/41/81 - Bundesinstitut fiir Sportwissenschaft - D

Rational use of energy in the construction of swimping pools.
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Various energy concepts are demonstrated. (see SE/L26/79). Two additional
pools are chosen, Uelzen North; Ihringen South-West.

The estimated costs for heat recovery systems are high. In reality they might

come down at. least for the solar part.

Energy produced per year: 520 toe.

SE/P/43/81 - Con,unune of Urbino - I

Heating of the pool and shower water in an existing indoor pool measuring 25 x
?t

10 m (306 m-) by means of a solar heating installation comprising 234 m' of
glazed solar collectors. Supplementary heating provided by an oil-fired boiler.
There are two storage tanks for domestic hot waLer.

The feasibility study is nearing completion. The design of the installation is
satisfactory and the overall payback. period should be about 10 years which is
normal for the type of technology involved.

Energy produeed per year: 16 toe.

SE/P/46/81 - Naples Municipal Swimrning Pool - I

It is planned to install 2 1OO ^2 of Pirelli rubber absorber collectors, I 3OO rn2

of which are unglazed, to heat the indoor municipal pool at Naples. The solar
gains more than cover the total heating requirements of the pool. The excess

heat gain could be used to heat the shower rirater at a nearby sports centre. The

collector array is too big, which reduces its efficiency and hence its economic

viability. No details have been given as to whether other effective measures to
reduce consumption have been taken (covering of the pool, exchanger to recover
heat from exhaust air, etc) which would have allowed of the use of a srnaller
collector surface area.

Energy produced per year: 105"6 toe"
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PHOTOVOLTAIOUE

SE/017179 - Officine GaLiteo - I

The objective is to demonstrate how a 30 ktrfp photovottaic generator
enbodying concentrating devices can provide power for an agricuLturaL
cotd store for cut fLowers and heat for a greenhouse.

The generator consists of 28 1.1 k}Jp moduLes, each comprising 7 pLano-
paraboLic reftectors of 2.5 m aperture x 1 m Long, giving a theoretical
concentration of x 25. The photovo[taic receivers are modular elements
2.1 n long, each consisting of two paratLed series strings of 40 special[y
designed so[ar ce[[s bonded to an active[y coo[ed heat sink, to mainta.in
them at a temperature of 75-80oC. Each Z-modu[e unit is rotated during
the day about in inctined N-S axis to fotLow the sun. The system incLudes
1-day battery storage, a dc/ac inverter and monitoring equ.ipment.
rnitiaI design of aLI generator components and sub-systems compLeted.

Other than the soLar cetts, atL components are ready for the construction
of 4 kt'fp prototype for design quaLification. But only 1 khlp of soLar ceL[s
are avai[abLe and Ansa[do, the suppIiers, do not wish to manufacture any
more.

Because of the difficutties of soLar ceIL procurement and serious technotogi-
caI probtems with the concentrating system, it is untikeLy that the project
as it stands can be brought to a successful concLusion. In retrospect, a

f[at-ptate array wouLd have been a better choice. Such an array providing
power for an agricuLturaI cotd store, would be a good demonstration, having
the necessary etements of innovation, good pubLicity'impact and good market
potentiaL in the near future. Energy produced per year:22.3 toe.

SEl028l79 - KathoIieke Universiteit Leuven : B

The objective is to demonstrate the use of photovoLtaic so[ar energy conver-
sion to charge the batteries of an.electric car.
A 1.8 k!r|p fLat-pLate photovottaic array instatted at a test site on the
University campus charges the batteries of a S-seat eLectric car throughout
the day.

During the night, the car is used for security patrol purposes on the campus,

travetling a total distance of about 35 km. The system inctudes a simple
battery charge controI unit, a faciLity for switching automat'icaLLy to the
grid supply when there is insufficient so[ar energy and a comprehensive
data monitoring system.
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About three-quarters of the sotar ceLLs have been made by the University
but no modutes have yet been assembled. The car has been detivered, the

array structure and the she[[ of the controL room bui[t and the monitoring

equipment is availabLe. DeLays have been due to probLems with celL deveLop-

ment and manufacture, the withdrawaI of ENE, who were to have assempled

the modu[es, car procurement difficuLties and pLanning deIays. The expected

compLetion date is now 1 June 1982.

Despite the deLay, this couLd be an interesting and successfuL demonstration

of the use of soLar energy in electric vehicLes which are not in use during

the main part of the day. The concept is far from commercial viabiLity at

present but coul-d find future appLication in sunnier countries, provided

solar celI costs continue to faL[, fueL cost to rise and the performance

and range of etectric vehicles are improved.

The soLar ceL[s have many innovative features, designed for high performance

and Low cost. Energy produced per year : 0.5 toe.

SE/077l79 - Etf Aquitaine - F

The objective is to demonstrate the use of a photovoLtaic so[ar water pump

with microjet distribution to irrigate a pLot of Land in southern France

and evaLuate its effects on water consumption and crop yietds in comparison

with conventionaLLy irrigated and non-irrigated pLots.

A 924 Lr|p fLat-p[ate photovoltaic array suppLies current to a dc eLectric
motor driving a 5-stage centrifugaL pump, which transfers water from a

borehole to a 30 m3 overhead storage tank. Water from the tank is fed

through manuaLIy operated vaIves to an experimentaL micro-irrigation network,

which waters a 6.000 m2 plot of [and, div'ided into four sections. The

experimentaL pLot ix adjacent to a 7.400 12.onuentionaLLy irrigated ptot
and two 400 m2 non-irrigated p[ots. Data from aLL the plots are transmitted
to a centre in TouLouse by sateLLite.
The instatLation h,as comp[eted in 1979 and was monitored with maise crops

in 1979 and 1980. For economic reasons, a change was made to asparagus in
1981. Because this takes two years to mature, no data were gathered in
that year. It is proposed to continue monitoring untiL 1985. The project
has aroused interest among agricuLturaI research centres in France and

has been visited by authorities from deveLoping countries.
The p[ant has worked wetL, except for a single faiLure in 1980 (breakage

of the pump drive shaft). trlhich caused a weekrs shut-down. Had it not been

for this, the solar pump wou[d have supptied about 8O% of the 1.012 m of
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j rrigation water requi-red during the grow'ing season. It has been shown

that irrigation increases crop yieLds by a factor of more than 3. The

preferred microtube system produces more maize and uses onIy about

one fith of the uater consumed by the conventionaL sprinckLer system.

A weIL conceived, wetL executed project, which is demonstrating an appLi-

cation of photovoLatics which may soon be economicaLty viabLe, particuLar[y

in deve[oping countries. The investigation and deveLopment of more efficient
irrigation techniques is an important eLement of the project.
Energy produced per year : 0.3 toe.

SE/146181 - Rjjksuniversiteit Gent - B

The objective is to investigate the technicaL, economic and safety aspect

of operating a 5 kUp grid-connected photovo[taic Aenerator, supplying a

s'imu[ated domestic toad. To demonstrate the system to the pubLic.

A 5 kWp fLat-p[ate photovoLtaic a?ray' instaLLed in a publ'ic ptace near

the centre of the town, connected to an artificiaL [oad simutating the

eLectricaI requirements of an average 4-person BeLg'ian househo[d and with

faciIities for taking back-up power from the grid and feeding excess power

to it. The system incLudes a 5-day storagd battery, a dclac inverter and

data monitoring equipment. The array voLtage and ti Lt angLe are adjustabLe

for experimentaL purposes.

Work is jn the earty stages, the contract having been signed only three

months ago. The e[ectricaL design of the system is comp[ete. Modu[es and

batteries have not yet been ordered, atthough suppl'iers have been seLected.

The array structure has yet to be designed and two experimentaL types of

inverter, PCR and PI,JM, are sti L I under development. The system, comptete

with monitoring equipment, is not expected to be fuLty operationaL untiL

the end of 1983.

If weIL executed, a good demonstration project, providing an exceLLent

opportunity to study the technicaL, economic and safety aspects of smaLL,

on-site, grid-connected soLar generators. Has many innovative features,

notabLy the Low-cost soLar ceLLs deve[oped by the CathoLic University of

Leuven and the Gent inverters. IncLusion of such features incurs a certain

risk and it reamajns to be seen whether the hardware wiLL prove to be

reLiabIe.
It wiLL probab[y be many years before roof-top solar ceLt arrays become

economicaLLy viabLe for grid-connected residences and in Europe there are

many non-technicaL obstacles to overcome before a market can be estabtished.

Energy produced per year : 1,1 toe.
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BIOMASS

SE/054/79-PLessis BeLLevilLe - F

This is for the instaLLation of a new type of fLuidised bed gasifier us'ing

fLax waste. Use of the large quantity of materiaL avaiLabLe could save up

to 364 t/y conventiona.[ fuel, making the pIant seLf-sufficient in electricity
and oiL and attow'ing a considerabLe off-site sa[e of eLectricity. Gasifica-
tion as an aLternative to combustion is applicabLe to a very large dry crop

resjdue resource in the Community. The technoLogy is weIL deveIoped, and

commerc'iaL pIant is avai labLe and h'ighLy appropriate for demonstration in
t hi s context .

The scherB has good economic prospects in the french agricuLturaL-industry
context with a substantiaI potentiaL nationaL and Community market for the

equ'ipment. There is a possibIy Larger overseas market in deveLoping coun-

trjes and part of the research support'ing this project has been promoted

with that prospect in mind. Energy produced per year : 364 toe.

SE/100/79 and SE/205/81 - Bord na Mona - phases I and II - IRL

This very targe project is for the estabLishment of 60Oha of short rota-
tion forestry, deveLopment of management and harvesting systems, and the

conversion of a power station to utiLise the materiaL. The project target
is for the suppLy of 151000 tly of short rotation forestry and supptemen-

tary materia[ to suppLy a 5 MW gen'erating system forming an eLement in
the nationaL eLectricity suppLy. The project is LargelLy based on the

unique oppontunity presented in Ireland by very extensive peat-Lands, but

it wiLL be an cruciaL demonstration of the concept of enengy pLantations,

app['icabLe to other Land-types in the Community and eLsewhere.

It is supported by extensive Long-term research and development which is
now being scaLed up to a commercial-sized operation. The main demonstra-

tion is of the overa[[ conceot as the comoonent techn'iques do not invoLve
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any drasticaLty new deveIopments. Economi c prospects are in-Line with
those of comparabte peat extnaction schemes, which, in the Long-term,

short rotation forestry is expected to repLace. Energy produced per

year : 1040 toe.

sE/111/79-S.E.S.-r

This is a demonstration of renewabLe energy systems, of which the main

e[ements are a biogas pIant and so[ar coL[ectorsr'integrated into farm

production systems to provide a Iarge proportion of the energy require-
ments. The biogas digester uses cattLe waste and eLectricity and hot

water are provided for drying units, aquacutture and greenhouses as weLI

as for generaL farm requirements. Totat contributjons of about 50 toe/y

ane obtained for a reasonabte investment cost and repayment time.

The demonstration uses commerc'iaI Ly avai Iab[e equipment to uti Lise what

are major potentiaL sources of aLternative energy for Community agricuL-

ture. Both digester and soLar thermaL technoLogies are at a suitabLe state

of deveLopment for demonstration and of reasonabLe pay-back times wiLt

assist the expansion of the market for commerciaLLy avaiLabLe equipment.

Energy produced per year z 53.4 toe.

sE/145l81 -A.r.R.p.-B
The scheme is to carry out trjaLs of digester technoLogy using new materials

and methods and to extend this work to the construction and operation of
six, reLativeIy smaL[-size, digester instaLtations in working environments

using a variety of anjmaI wastes as feedstocks. This wiLI assist in the

demonstration of cost-effective biogas technotogy appLied in different
situations, some having consjderabLe additionaI environmentaI and waste

disposal. benefits. The proposers have Long experience jn this work.

The scheme is concerned wjth a key area of bio-energy deveLopment and, in

animaL waste, with a major energy resource in the Community. As such it
shouLd promote biogas techno[ogy in generaI and the associated market

for equipment and engineering senvices. Energy produced per year : 180 toe.

SE/177/81 - Baring-Asperup Co-operatjve - DK

item of which is a

a biogas d'igester
The project is for a community energy

district heating network suppLied to
scheme the main

a Large extent by
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and soIar coLLectors but incLuding other a[ternative energy techniques
'inctuding wind and combustion of wastes. It coutd suppIy 700 to 800

toe/y; it exptoits the Large European biomass energy opportunity in
animaI and crop wastes, and 'is particutarLy appropriate to Danish

condit ions,

The state of art'in component systems is weLt deveLoped and they are

appropriate for scating-up to this Level. The Low temperature distribution
system may be a considerab[e innovation. Prospects for economic operat'ion
are good and a successfuI demonstration witL considerably boost the mar-

ket for the various aLternative energy system components and systems

engineering. In the wider context the demonstration of a targe measure

of seLf-sufficiency at a community IeveI wiLL have important impLications
to energy poIicy both nationaLly and in the Community. Energy produced

per year : 619 toe.

SE/194181 - Societ6 drEnergie EIectrjque de t'Est - F

The project is for the instaLtation of a very Large generating capacity
based on the combustion of sugar cane residues (bagasses). By utiLising
the Large bagasse resources availabLe, not onty wiLI the energy requ'ire-
ments of the processing factory be met, but a Large contrjbution can be

made to the pubLic e[ectric'ity suppLies of the isLand of Reunion. The sub-

stjtution of over 101000 toe/y of fuel is proposed by the app[ication of
wett-proved technoIogy and short pay-back times are envisaged. There is
considerabLe scope in the deve[oping countries for this kjnd of approach

and energy suppLy strategy, using cane or other crop waste at a Large

sca[e. Energy produced per year : 11.750 toe (47.000 MWh e[.).

SE/Z00/81 - AnsaLdo Impianti - I

This is a Large digester utiLising cattLe waste contributing fueL savings
of 160 toe/y or so and supptying nost of the farm needs for hot water and

eLectricity. Surptus eLectric'ity in the summer months is used for irriga-
tion in this way removing some of the probLems of inbaLance of suppLy in-
herent in digester technoLogy 'in Europe. In cattLe waste the schern uses

one of the Largests and most immediateLy promising biomass energy resources
in the Commun'ity and is of a size which shouLd guarantee economic feas'ib'iLity.
Investment costs per prospective toe saved pen year are tow and there is a

good pay-back time.
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As is the case with other digester programmes the state of art of the

technology is appnopriate for it to be applied in practice at large scate.

There is a [arge number of cattLe units in the Community of sufficient size

to justify instaILation of digester units which aLso have waste disposat

advantages. DeveLopments of equipment and systems are expected to reduce

the minimum economic size of the units for which digesters can be justi-
fied, thus rapid[y expanding the market for equipment and systems engineering.

Energy produced per year : 49.9 toe.

SE/220l81 - MarshaLL - UK

The scheme wiLL burn pouLtry Litter in a speciaLLy adapted boiLer to pro-

duce the heating requirements for 20 per cent of the units of a [arge

chjcken-rearing enterprise. It js projected to save 15OO t of conventionaL

fueL a year in this way. This large energy contribution is for a reLativeLy

Low cost and consequentty a short pay-back time of Less than 4 years 'is pro-
jected. The state of technicaI devetopment gives Littte cause for concern

as modjfied standard equipment is to be used. With pouLtry waste the project

addresses a more timited resource base than cattLe waste, but there are

numerous opportunities for extension tiroughout the Community.

Such a practice couLd have a considerabLe impact on the profitab'itity of the

pouLtry industry and expand the market for speciatised boiler equipment.

Energy produced per year : 1500 toe.

sE/226/81 - Azienda "I[ Prato" - I

This js a demonstration of a digester system using pouttry waste with the

biogas used for eLectricity generation supptying most of the farm needs.

Hot water from the totaL energy modules wiLI aLso supply a proportion of

farm needs for this, incLudjng for heating greenhouses that are included in

the system. Total energy contributions cou[d be as much as 125 toe/y.

The project is in the high-potentiaL area of d'igester technology, though

pou[try waste is a retativety smaLL component of totaL Community waste re-
sources. The extensive R & D base in anaerobic digestion inctudes work on

chicken manure and the technotogy is ready for demonstration at farm-scale.

Successfut demonstration couLd Lead to considerabIe cost-saving in agricuL-

ture in generaL, and this is particuLarLy important in this and other regions

of ltaty. Energy produced per year z 760.5 toe.
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SE/231l81 - Reveninge Co-operative - DK

This is a Large, multi-unjt biogas system estabtished on a community basis
with its own gas d'istribution system.Over 300 toe/y are expected to be

genenated contributing towards the seLf-sufficiency of a 300-strong com-

mun'ity. Thescheme shows an originaL feature in proposing to be inter-con-
nected with the nationaL naturaI gas djstribution network for back-up pur-
poses. The scheme wiIL use part of the targe suppty of digestibte farm and

other waste avaiLabLe in the Community. R & D in digestion is weLt advanced

in Denmark and demonstration at this particuLarLy Large scate, us'ing mixed

materiats in moduIar units is particuLanLy appropriate.
There are good prospects for economic viabiLity as oiL prices rise and

there are major impIications to nationaI and Community energy strateg'ies
if a high degree of seLf-sufficiency can be demonstrated. Energy produced

per year z 322.5 toe.

sE/234/81 -B.M.A.- D

This demonstration is of a new form of p'igsty utitising the anima[ wastes,
soLar heating, and heat recovery and exchange technoLogy to suppLy a targe
part of its own needs for temperature controL and eLectricity. The Light-
weight construction cLoseLy integrates aIt eIements necessary for p.ig-
rearing and optim'ises energy aspects. The totaL energy production from bio-
mass is smaLL, partLy due to the low energy needs inherent in the system.
Pig sLurry is one of the most amenab[e materia[s for d'igestion and repre-
sents a considerabLe and readity useable resource in the Community. There
are unique featunes in the project in combining the biogas system with other
energy conservation techniques. The energy consenvation aspects are just one

of the elements of this new appnoach to p'ig-rearing which cou[d l.ead to a

major new market if the demonstration is successfu[. Energy produced per
year : 19.5 toe.

sE/240l81-c.E.A.-F

The project aims to develop techniques for the production of potentiaL
energy crops us'ing industniaL waste heat and sotar heat'ing in doubte-waLL
greenhouses, with most of the facitity atready provided. The techniques
require close cLimatit iontrot "itn ui. temperature reguLation and soi L

heating with cLosed ventiLation and heat recovery.
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There is considerabLe potentjal in Europe for the deveLopment of Low-

grade industriaL waste-heat sources and combined with soIar heating this
makes an interesting prospect. The energy conservation aspect is in the

saving of conventionaL fueL in the conduct of the trials, and in the [on-

ger term in the possibiLity of produc'ing economicaILy feasib[e energy

crops by these methods. Markets may arise for the new system in horti-
cutture in generaI if the demonstrations are successfu[. Energy produced

per year : 3.13 toe.
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ALTERNATIVE $OURCES: GEOTHER},IAL ENERGY

PROPOSER SECTORCONTRACT NO
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(a) Space heating

GE/OO2|79 - AcrP -.7

The production and reinjection wells are nor^r complete. Al-though the flow-
rate and temperatures have proved lower than forecast, the deposit is never-
theless exploitable. The extremel-y high salinity could cause unexpected

corrosion and erosion probLems. A way must also be found to recover the
substantial amounts of methane dissolved in the fluid and the reliability of
the subnersible pump under those conditions al-so remains to be assessed. In
conclusion, the initial results have been relatively satisfactory, even though
certain problens remain to be solved.

The field is expected to be expLoited at 60 *3/h .rrd 66oC. Expected yield:
850 toe/year.

GEl005/79 - Dansk 01ie and Naturgas A/S - DK

The production weLl is now complete. Technical- and geological problems have

ruled out exploitation of the prirnary target; however, a secondary, less pro-
mising, reservoir closer to the surface is suitable for exploitation. Conse-

quently, the best resulls which can be expected will fa1l short of the initiaL
highly optimistic targets.

The geothermal fluid obtained has proved highly saline.

The secondary reservoir is expected to be expLoited at gO m3/tr and 74oC once

the reinjection weLl has been completed. Expected yield: L 720 toe/year.

GE/O08/79 - EPA Ville Nouvelle de Cergy Pontoise - F

The production and reinjection we1ls have now been completed. Although the
primary target cannot be exploited, a promising exploitable reservoir has been

st.ruck in a secondary target area closer to the surface. Results to date have

been encouraging. Partial exploitation has already cournenced and the possible
benefits of installing heat pumps to increase the energy savings are also to be

as ses se d.

The field is expected to be exploited at fZS m3/tr and 55oC. Expected yield:
2 8OO toe/year.

cE/OIOl7g - Ville de Jonzac - F

The production well has struck exploitabl-e reserves, though with a lower flow-
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rate than forecast. This slight setback has been counterbalanced by exploi-
ting the field without reinjection but with a heat pump coupled with other
renewable sources of energy instead. Initial exploitation without a heat

pump started in 1981. The field is now being exploited aEi4A m3/h and 65oC.

Expected yield: 910 toe/year.

GE{ALT/79-SOCALMIG-F

The production well has now been completed. It proved impossible to tap the
primary target for technical rather than for geological reasons. No assess-
nent could be made of the exact potential of the reservoir because the drilling
operations l^tere badly conducted. The field is not expected to be exploited.
Possible yield: 550 toelyear.

GE/012/79 - Office Public d'Am6nagernent et Construction de lr.lli"se - F

The production and reinjection wells have now been completed" The results
obtained are appreciably higher than forecast. Despite the addition of a

hospital to the grid, the potential still exceeds current requirements. Fur-
ther studies into ways of stirnulating consumption have led to slight delays in
the construction of the supply lines. The well is expected to be exploited

2^?
at 13o m'/h and 47"c. However, it has the potential for up to 25o mr/h.
Expected yield: 2 3OO toelyear.

GE/015/80 - Interconununale IDEA - B

The reservoir is closer to the surface than expected and has far surpassed the
forecasts. From both the technical and economic point of view, this puts the
project in an even more favourable light than the encouraging forecasts in spite
of certain delays in the construction of the surface plant.

The field is expected to be exploited, without reinjection, at 350 *3/h 
".rd 68"C.

Expected yield: 6 7OO toe/year.

GE/OL6/8O-SOGECLER-F

The production well is now complete. The primary reservoir has failed to live
up to the forecasts and has proved virtually impossible to exploit. Unfavoura-
b1e loca1 geological conditions were to blame for the poor results. The well
is unlikely to be exploited" nrow raie: 25 n3/n at 75oc. possible yield:
550 toe/year.
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cE/017/80-SBRU-F

The potential of the primary reservoir has exceeded the temperature and flow-
rate forecasts. This integrated project has proved a viable proposition from

both the technical and economic points of view. Initial exploitation, to

supply almost half of the network, has already started. The well is expected

to be exploited, without reinjection, at tSO m3/tr and 53oC. Expected yield:
2 4OO toe/year.

GE/OTT|$O-AGIP.I

The production well is now complete. The priurary reservoir has reached the

very high target set. Subject to confirmation from the reinjection well, this
reservoir appears to have great potential vtith the water temperature being par-

ticularly favourable. Once the reinjection well has been dri1led, the field
is expected to be exploited at ZSO rn3/tr and lOloC. Expected yield: 3 4oO toe/
year.

GE|O46/81 - SAHLM "La Gironder' - F

The production well has now been completed. The reservoir has revealed a

greater potential than forecast. The project appears promising and a success

frorn both the technical and economic points of view. The reservoir is expected

to be exploited, without reinjection, at 2OO m3/tr and 5OoC. Expected yield:
1 600 toe/year.

cE/064/81 -SEpI,lA-F

The production well is now complete. The primary target has fatlen short of

the forecasts and proved virtually impossible to exploit because of the unfa-

vourable loea1 geological conditions. Given the current yield, the field is
nnlikely to be exploited, even without a reinjection well. Flow-rate: ZO rn3 

'n

at 4OoC. Possible yield: 150 toe/year.

cE/o67l81 - v:ille de Saulgau - D

The production well has now been completed. Production tests have revealed

exceptional potential, which should be partieularly easy to tap since no rein-
jection is needed. The surface plant is now being made ready. The geother-

mal water with its 1ow mineral content will replenish a surface reservoir whose
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current output is inadequate. The well is expected to be exploited, without
reinjection, at tgO m3/tr and 4O C. Expected yield: 1 3OO toe/year,

GE/069181 - Southampton Cily CounciL - UK

The production well has struck a reservoir with the forecast potential, but

with high salinity. Although drilling of the reinjection well has yet to
confirrn the nat.ure of the reservoir - and hence the success of the project -
the geothermal potential has been established and the project can therefore
be considered a success. The field is expected to be exploited, with reinjec-
tion, at 75 *3/h .rrd 74oC, Expected yield z 2 4OO toe/year.

(b) Heating of glasshouses

GEIOO6/79-cOM-B

Drilling of the production well has now finished, without, however, striking
the reservoir, which is considerably deeper than forecast. Nevertheless the
geol-ogy of the region is still promising, particularly at the southern tip
where the reservoir is at a more accessible depth. No exploitation is possible
as yet.

GE/OO9/79-GEOVAL-F

Work on the production well-, the reinjection well and the surface plant has now

been completed. The potential of the reservoir has lived up to expectations.
Full exploitation has already commenced, though it has been somewhat delayed by

the unreliable purnping gear. Since the production well currently has greater
capacity than the reinjection well, a further study is to be made to increase
the maximum possible reinjection rate. On the whole, the project can be con-

sidered a success despite the problems encountered. The well is now being
exploited at 165 *3/h ".,d 7ooc. yield: 2 9oo roe/year.

GE/OIq|BO-GACG-F

The production well has struck a reservoir with the forecast potential. The

project has therefore achieved its objective. The plan now is to tap those
resources in two consecutive stages. The first phase of the consfruction work

on the surface pl-ant is about to start. Although the final phase is slightly
behind schedule, the project as a whole has been a success. The field is



expected to be exploited, without reinjection, at tlS n3 ln and 58oC. Expected

yield: 3 2OO toe/year.

(c) Generation of elect{icity from wet sgeam a,nd brine

80.

AGIP - I

The two produetion wells have now been complefed. Production tests are now

being conducted, without reinjection. Long-term production.test,s with rein-
jeetion are planned for the near future, before a 3 MW set is installed on an

experimental basis. The very fact that an exploitable reservoir has been

struck is reason enough for continuing the project, which holds out promise of

successful conrnercial expl"oitation; it is expected that the field will be

exploited. Capacity of the two wells: between 4 and 5 MW. Expected yield:
B 0OO toe/year.

GE/O29/8O-ENEL-I

The trJo production wells have now been completed. One of them has struck an

exploitable reservoir, but the other is dry. The next phase of the project

will be to carry out long-term tests before installing an 8 MI,tr unit. The

entire project has proved a technical and commercial success, which gives every

reason to carry it on. The field is expected to be exploited. Capacity of

the productive well: 4 t'lW. Expected yield: 7 O0O toe/year.

GE/031/81-PPC-H

The three production wel1s have now all been completed. They have shown excep-

tional potential; the initial results have been extremely encouraging. The

incentive to take advantage of the energy savings and to tap the available po-

tential in future will be all- the greater since facilities for consuming some of

the eneqgy generated on the isLand itself and for transferring any surplus to

neighbouring islands are also to be constructed. Both the technical and econo-

mic prospects are favourable. The field is expected to be exploited. Aggre-

gate capacity of the three wells: between 5 and I MW. Expected yield: 9 OOO

toe /yeat .

cE/oor/79

cE/018/80
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(d) Generation of electricity from endogenou,s steam

GE/oO4l79-ENEL-r

The production well at the roof of the potentiat reservoir has run up against

many of the problems associated with drilling in extrerely hostile, very hot

and highly corrosive envirorunents. It looks as though they will be hard to
overcome with todayrs technology. Although the technical and commercial prospec

are, therefore, inauspicious, it nevertheless seems worthwhile continuing the

field studies and field work with a view to defining methods of tapping the

resources, which offer great potential once the necessary te.chniques have been

mastered. It is uncertain whether the field will be exploited.

(e) Power generation combined with other u-ses

cE/oo3/79

cE/063/8L ENEL - I

The pair of production wells has now been completed. One struck an exploitable
reservoir, the other cannot be exploited because the fluid is too saline. The

reservoir struek is, however, large enough to ensurq the success of the project,
although not all the exploitation probl-ems have yet been overcome. Finding

answers to them would be a rnajor technical advance since this well contains pre-

cisely the type of geothermal fluid found in most of the reservoirs left unex-

ploited today on technical- grounds. Consequently, approval must be given to
continuing this project, which also incorporates a major innovation in its
approaeh to the recovery of mineral salts" It is expected to lead to commercial

exploitation. Capacity of the productive well: 3 MW. Expected yield: 5 OOO

toe/year plus the mineral salts recovered.
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ALTERNATIVE SOURCES: LIQUEFACTION AND GASIFICATI.ON OF COAL

PROPOSER SECTOR PAGECONTRACT No
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1. Gasification if soLid fueLs

LG/01 I2I8O - FIAT ANSALDO - I

Ftuidised bed coaI gasificatjon demonstration pLant for the generation

of eLectric power in a gas/steam combined cycLe

The aim of the project is the design, construction and operation of a

gas/steam combined cycLe power pLant (140 fvltrr 55 t/d coaL) using two

fLuidised bed gasifiers (tdestinghouse EIectric Corp.).
The project is stiLL in the beginning of the engineering phase. Thus no

evaluation is yet possibLe, but technicaI probtems with Low rank coats in
a fLuidised gasifier can be expected. NevertheIess, if successfuL, the

project would provide a useful means of upgrading such types of coaL.

Combined cycLe operation does offer the prospects of increased efficiency
with fuLI environmentaI protection.

LG/01 I5I8O - AGIP CARBONE - I

CoaL gasification demonstration pIant

The subject of this project is a grasification plant (Texaco entrainment

gasifier) having a coaI throughput of 200-400 t/d to produce synthesis gas

from high ash and high su[phur coaL (Sulcis, Sardinia).
The project is in the midd[e of the eng'ineering phase. Gasification triaIs
with SuLcis coaL have been carried out at the Montebel-l.o (US) and Oberhausen

(Germany) pLants and have shown that the Texaco gasifier can gasify such

types of coaL successfuLLy. Even if no detaiLed eva[uation is yet possib[e,

the resuLts of the gasification triaLs are promising.0n the other hand,

the projectrs feasibiLity depends, apart from technology and economics,

on the deveLopment of the Sulcis mine itsetf which witL have to provide

the coa[.

LG/01 16t80 - BGC -

Demonstration of a commerciaL scaLe stagging gasifier

The project aims at extending the appLication of the Lurgi fixed-bed
gasifier by eonvert'ing it to staggi-g operation and increasing the fines
content of the coaI feed, in order to prove its commerciaL viabiLity
for SNG production (600 tld coal throughput per unit).
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The work is weLL underway and has Led to some very promising resuLts with
the injection of fine coal in the tuydres of the gasifier. t'fith a view

on the uhoLe project, the process ptant deveLopment and performance are

eminentLy satisfactory. The first generation Lurgi gasifier can notr

be transformed into a fLexibLe unit capable of matching the performance

cLaimed for newer second generation processes which stiIL have to be proven.

In the remaining programme, data wiLL be acquired to assess the fulL commer-

ciaL advantage of this important development. Success with proposa[s to
gasjfy run-of-mine coaL couLd further enhance the technicaI and economic

advantages of the gasifier.

LG/01 110180 - VEBA oEL - D

Production of hydrogen for the hydrogenation of heavy oi L and coaI

The construction and operation of a fu[-sca[e unit is foreseen for the

gasification of soIid fuets or residues (360 t/d throughput) to produce

synthesis gas for further processing to hydrogen needed for coaL Lique-

fact i on,

The contract covers the feasibiLity studies, which are compLeted, and

the basis engineering which is weLL advanced. Based on trials on an

exist'ing 1 t/h piLot plant, a novel device has been devetoped and shown

to be satisfactory. This new pressurised coaL feed system, CONTINUA,

incorporates a doub[e screb, extruder which works wetL with the materiaLs

to be gas'ified. As this process to make hydrogen has some noveL engineering

features and uses cheap residues among other fuels, it has potentiaL for
Lowering the cost of making Liquid fueI from coaI and oiL processing. The

project is ueLL conceived, is making good progress and shows every prospect

for a successfuI concLusion to the basic engineering phase according to
sc hedu Le.

LG/01/13180 - KL6ckner StahLforschung GmbH - D

The aim of the project is long-term triats for the gasification of
400 tld coal in an existing 0BIvl moLten iron bath reactor (0xygen-Boden-

bIasen-Maxhiitte, origina[[y a noveI steeLmaking process deveLoped by the

contractor) with a view to the construction and operation of a demonstration

p[ant (3.600 t/d coaL throughput).
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The project was terminated on 30 September 1981. The work carried out
in an existing converter at the MaximiLianshtitte showed that different
types and sizes of coat can be gasified successfutLy, particu[arLy with
regard to the Loh, content of harmful substances in the gas. The work

contracted for has been satisfactority comp[eted. The instaLLation
performed weLt and much vaLuable information was obtained from the
instrumentation. The data obtained shouLd be carefuLLy eva[uated in terms
of energy and mass batances, costs, etc. in order to assess the fuil.
economic potentiat of the process. As a means of gasifying coaL, it has

many advantages, some of which are : high degree of coaL conversion,
good quaLity gas, Low environmentaI impact. It aLso has decided advantages

in stee[ plants in processing, as a ready supp[y of gas on site and jn
repLacing mineraL oiI often used in this connection. The chances of Large-
scaLe appIication of the technotogy are good.

2. Underground coat gasification

tcl0?11178 - rDGS -

Betgo-German expeniment on in situ gasification

The aim of the project is the Large-scaLe test of a new process for under-
ground gasification of coa[, characterized by atternating pressure (20-
60 bar) of the gasify'ing agent (air and oxygen) and the depth of the seam

to be gasified (900 m and beLow). InitiaLLy, it is planned to produce a

gas of medium c.v. which wiLL be burnt in a combined cycLe power station
(incIuding a gas turbine),
The work on the project started in 1979 at the test site of ThuLin (near
Mons). After the compLetion of a first borehoLe to discover the geoLog.icaL

conditions, three additionaL boreholes have been sunk, around the first
one, at a distance of 35 m. ALL borehotes reached the seam to be gasified
(L6opoLd-Chartes) at a depth of about 670 n.
SubsequentLy, severaI tria[s t,lere carried out to improve the naturaL
permeabi Iity of the seam by injecting water, nitrogen or heIium under
pressure. A considerabte increase 'in permeabiLity was obtained, particuLarLy
in the direction of naturaL coaI fissuration,
After having reequipped the site, the triats to establish a channet
between two boreho[es (Linking by reverse combustion), began in Apri t 'lgg?
and jgnitjon was accompLished.

The results obtained so far in improv'ing the seamsr naturaL permeabiLity
shou[d a[low the estabtishment of a sufficient Linking between the borehoLes
by reverse combustion, wh'ich is a decisive step for the process. But even
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if this is successfutLy carried out and gasification itseLf takes pLace,

. L.rg" number of probLems reamin to be soLved before commerciaL

appLjcation.

Lclo2l2l78 - GEGS -

Underground coaL gasification at great depth I

The projects aims at the appLication of the pressurized underground

gasification process at great depth for the production of different gases

and, thus, exptoitation of coaL reserves which cannot be mined by conventionat

means, For economic reasons, the pretiminary triaLs are to be carried out

starting from existing mine roadways.

The project was terminated on 31 March 1981 and achieved its targets:

estabLishment of a Linkage between 2 borehoLes by hydrofracking, ignition
and reverse combust j on. The tests of L i nki ng boreho Les, 'i gnjt i i on and ret ro-

combustion and gasification made at Bruay I and II have provided interesting

and promising resuLts. t.|hiLe this is an encouraging beg'inning, and by any

standards can be regarded as a success, it is only a beginning. There is

stiil. a Long way to go, and many obstacLes to overcome.

LGIO?I1I8O - GEGS -

Underground coaI gasification at great depth II

This is the Large-scaLe continuation of the previous project. It is pLanned

to driIL boreho[es from the surface, to estabLish the Linking between the

borehoLes and to proceed to gasification.
The sites for targe-scaLe triats have been chosen. No technicaL evaLuation

is yet possible, in view of the earLy stage of the project. NevertheLess,

the results of previous work (see evatuation of GEGS I, above) gives hopes

that the project wiLL reach its target to make successful use of Large coaL

deposits which cannot be mined by conventionaL methods-

3. Liquefaction of soLid fue[s

Lclo3l1l78 - NCB -

SupercriticaL gas extraction pilot pLant

This project aims at the design, construction and operation of a piLot

p[ant QS t/d) for the Liquefaction of coaL by supercriticaL gas extraction

and the conversion of extracts to high-grade Liquids.

The design has been comp[eted (February 1982). The project was then
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mergered uith the new project "CoaI Liquefaction demonstration faci Iity"
(Gl03l1l7U in vieu of a temporary concentration on the Liquid soLvent

extraction technoLogy. Thus, the design and experience h,iLL be avaiLabLe

for apptication as necessary in the fo[lowjng project.

LGlO3l1l80 - NCB -

CoaL Iiquefaction faci Lity

The aim of the project js the design, construction and operation of a coaL

tiquefaction ptant (25 tld coaL) using the technique of soLvent extraction.
The coaI extract is converted to distiLLate oiIs suitabLe as feeddstock

for aromatic petrochemicals, transport fueLs, etc. It is provided to
inctude at a later stage, aIso the supercriticaI gas extraction process
(see above).

The design phase has been compteted (February 1981). Construction work

wiLI not start before the financing of the whoLe project is secured. At

the present stage, no evaLuation is possible, but it is expected that the
coat extraction technology can successfuLLy be used to produce high-rank
Liquid products (chemicaI feedstocks, transport fueLs, etc.) from coaL.

LG/03/2/80 - Rheinische Braunkohtenwerke AG - D

HydroIiquefaction of Li gnite

The design, construction and coperation of a demonstration pLant for the

hydrogenation of tignite (360 t/d Lignite, 72 tld products) is foreseen

to obtain high-rank products (motor fueLs, chemicat feedstocks, etc.).
The basic engineering phase is comp[eted and was partLy financed by the

FederaI Government whiLst the detaiLed engineering phase started on

1 0ctober 1981. The work t.las concentrated on the dimension'ing of apparatus

and machinery, the pretreatment of coaL and the hydrogenation reactor.

A technicaL evatuation is not yet possibLe since the project is stiIt in

a very earLy stage. NevertheLess, the project seems to be promising

because the technology chosen is not very high-risk and the raw materiaL

(Lignite) is cheap.
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uG/03/3/80 - HaLdor ToPsde - DK

Demonstration project for selective hydrocarbon synthesis

The aim of the project is a mobiLe plant (1 t/d products) for the

manufacture of gasoLine from coaL-based gas by a novel selective

synthesis process.

The contract covers phases 1 and 2 of the project and the engineering and

design work (phase 1) is compLeted.0rderinE of equipment is underway so

that the unit can be assembled and tested in Denmark during 1982. Then,

the pLant wiLI be dismant[ed, qhipped to Houston (USA) reassembled (phase 2)

and operated (phase 3). No technicaL or economic evaLuation is yet possibLe

but the process wiLL probabty find its pLace in severaL appLications,

particuLarLy because a significant reduction of pressure in the synthesis

stage is envisaged.
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NAME AND ADDRESS TECHN0L0_GrC/\L lltELD

Indust rySoc. NI FES
Consutting Engineers
National IndustriaI Fuet
Efficiency Service Ltd
Matvern House
Mappertey Road

UK - NOTTINGHAM NG3 5AO

Prof. carme[o GAPUTO Road Transport (except etectric
Di rettore de[ [!Ist ituto di Macchine vehi c Ies)
Universita degti Studi di Roma
Via Eudossiana

I - ROMA

M. GAGNOT

]VIETRA

16-18, rue Barb6s

F - 92126 MONTROUGE

Mr. MARQ

Marq & Roba
?21, BouLevard L6opoLd II
B - 1O8O BRUXELLES

Agricutture
Industry : boiters

Energy from waste

Bui Idings

Dr. J. GIBSON Ftuidized beds
Nationat Coa[ Board Gasification and Liquefaction of CoaL
Stoke 0rchard

UK - CHELTENHAM GL52 4RZ

Dipl. Ing. P. MUELLER Heat pumps
VEW-HauptverwaItung
Abt Lg. Energieanwendung

D - 4600 DORTMUND 1

Mr. JENSEN Electric vehicLes
Director of Research
Energy Research Laboratory
Odense University
DK - 5230 ODENSE

Prof. NANCETTI GeothermaL energy
Direttore de[ ['Istituto di
Chimica Appticata
UniversitA di Pisa

I - PISA

M. BELLANGER SOIAr ENETSY
SORE IB
27, rue Longchamps

F - 92200 NEUILLY-SUR-SEINE
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(Annexe II)

I.S.T. Sotar energy

D - 7842 KAUDERN-I,oLLBACH

GENERAL TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS LTD SoLar energy
Forge House
20 Market PLace
Brent fo rd

UK - MIDDLESEX TI.'8 8EO
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ANNEX III (continued) 92.

TabLe (b): So[ar energy

Investment (in ECU)
First ca[[
for projects

Second caLL
for projects

Third ca[[
for projects Tota L

ProposaLs received

TotaL investment
for proposaLs
recei ved

Projects seLected

Projects withdrawn
by the proposer

Contracts si gned

TotaL investment
for projects
se Iected

FinanciaL support
granted

135

108

26

8

17

26 582

354 (1)

10s

99.?

36

I

21

38 406

229 (2>13

47

29.2

22

?

2

13 229

332 (3)

287

236.4

84

11

40

78 2',17

915 (4)22

(1) of which

(2) of which

(3) of which

(4) of which

2.31 n

0.95 m

0.18 m

3.44 n

ECU are

ECU are

ECU are

ECU are

for projects

for projects

for projects

for projects

that have been

that have been

that have been

that have been

wi thdrawn

wi t hdrawn

wi thdrawn

wi t hdrawn
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ANNEX III (continued)

Tabte (d): Liquefaction and gasification of coa[ (situation at 10 trlay 1982)

(1) In this fieLd, given the size of the investment invoLved in each project, it has
been possibLe to grant Community support onty to certain stages and not to the
whoLe project.

(2) 0f which 4 340 000 ECU are for stages that have been withdrawn.

Investment in ECU First caLL for projects Second caLI for projects Tota t

P roposa t s
recei ved

TotaL investment
for proposaLs

Proj ect s
seLected (1 )

ContractuaI stages
setected (1)

ContractuaL stages
wjthdrawn by the
proposer

Contracts si gned

TotaL investment
for projects
seLected (1)

TotaI investment
for contractuaL
stages seLected

FinanciaI support
granted

't2

?76 819 000

1

3

107 560 000

39 517

404

000

22 000 (2>

23

723 824 000

16

9

443 079 000

186 744 600

s2 579 000

35

643

13

20

000 000

1

12

550 639 000

226 261 600

71 983 000 (2)
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